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Abstract

Oil palm agroforestry is proposed as a measure to tackle existing and upcoming socio-environmental challenges of conventional oil palm plantations, yet little is known about the effects of neighboring trees on oil palms. Embedded into an existing biodiversity enrichment project, this paper investigates the underlying causes of spatial and temporal yield variability among oil palms in a tree-enriched oil palm plantation in Jambi province, Sumatra. The analyses use monthly yield data (2014-2018) from oil palms within tree-enriched plots (0, 1, 2, 3 or 6 planted species), adjacent to the plots and far outside the plots (control palms). The data was used to (1) compare yield on palm level and the ‘yield penalty’ per area between different surrounding tree diversity levels and further palm categories; (2) identify and test yield determinants from the field of tree-to-palm and palm-to-palm competition and palm morphology by multiple linear regressions models; (3) create time series graphs and relate temporal yield amplitudes to local meteorological variables. Results show that four years after planting the trees, yield in the diversified plots is below the conventional plantation average (-28%, p = 0.08 and -45%, p < 0.01 for 3 and 6 planted tree species, respectively). The time series suggests a steady yield decline among all enriched plots throughout the period. Yet, plots with no trees planted but natural undergrowth development and suspension of artificial fertilization have shown above-average yield per area since initial palm thinning. This offers a ‘low-cost’ alternative to agroforestry at supposedly intermediate ecosystem functioning. Regressions on palm level confirm negative yield effects of surrounding trees and palms and show positive effects of palm crown size. A quantification of the ‘yield penalty’ of diversity improves transparency among the costs associated with agroforestry, which can help to reduce risks of agroforestry investments and to develop economic incentives for less ecologically destructive oil palm cultivation.
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Wettbewerb und Ertrag im Ölpalmen-Agroforst: eine Untersuchung der Ertragsminderung durch Biodiversität
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adj. pos. 1, 2, 3</td>
<td>adjacent-to-plot palms on positions 1 (closest to the plot), 2 and 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHM</td>
<td>canopy height model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC990</td>
<td>Collaborative Research Centre 990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cv</td>
<td>coefficient of variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBH</td>
<td>diameter at breast height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEM</td>
<td>digital elevation model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM</td>
<td>digital surface model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>expansion factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFForTS-BEE</td>
<td>Ecological and Socioeconomic Functions of Tropical Lowland Rainforest Transformation Systems – Biodiversity Enrichment Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFB</td>
<td>fresh fruit bunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td>normalized difference vegetation index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd</td>
<td>standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>se%</td>
<td>relative standard error of the mean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 Introduction

The use of palm oil has experienced a global surge in popularity and caused a two-fold expansion of the agricultural oil palm (*Elaeis guineensis* Jacq.) frontier in a decade between 2007 and 2016 (FAO, 2018). Consequently, natural rain forests have been transformed into large-scale monocultural oil palm plantations (Vijay et al. 2016), with Indonesia being the most important producing country, providing 53% of the global production in 2016 (FAO 2018). On a local scale, palm oil has profited the producing farmers and is associated with several social improvements of adjacent local populations (Euler et al., 2017). However, the ongoing expansion has led to alarming losses in biodiversity and ecological functioning (Dislich et al., 2017; Fayle et al., 2010; Fitzherbert et al., 2008; Koh and Wilcove, 2008), potentially reducing overall economic welfare by decreasing ecosystem services (D. P. Edwards et al., 2014).

To minimize ecological damages while allowing the productive agricultural use of the landscape, scientists have proposed diversified agroforests (Bhagwat et al., 2008; Clough et al., 2011). Supporters of agroforestry mainly focus on the ecological and socio-economic advantages of agroforestry (Barrios et al., 2018; Jose, 2009; Reed et al., 2017; Schroth et al., 2004). Counter-arguments, on the other hand, especially concern the trade-off between productivity and ecological gain (Cannell et al., 1996; Ranganathan and de Witt, 1996) – a ‘yield penalty’ that has to be paid in order to increase diversity (Bhagwat and Willis, 2009). This is a likely hypothesis, given the ongoing economic yield optimization of oil palm plantations (Corley and Tinker, 2016). While several agroforestry studies have investigated a yield penalty of tree density in tropical agroforestry (Boreux et al., 2016; Rajab et al., 2018), only little attention has been paid to the yield effects of tree diversity (e.g. Nesper et al. 2017). And a very limited number of studies have linked either of these effects to oil palm (Edwards et al., 2014; Gérard et al., 2017; Gray and Lewis, 2014; Miccolis et al., 2014; Teuscher et al., 2016, 2015).

All in all, there is much speculation and little scientific evidence to date concerning the specifics of the alleged trade-off in oil palm agroforestry. Contributing to filling this research gap, the presented study investigates drivers of yield in a diversity enriched oil palm plantation in Sumatra, Indonesia. The study is linked to the long-term Biodiversity Enrichment Experiment EFForTS-BEE (Teuscher et al., 2016; www.uni-goettingen.de/de/412084.html) of the Collaborative Research Center 990 (Drescher et al., 2016). 52 tree islands of varying sizes and diversity levels with up to six planted native tree species in systematical design had been established within a conventional oil palm plantation, starting in 2013. Initial results showed that oil palm yield increased simultaneously with palm thinning and planting the trees (Gerard et al. 2017). However, it has remained unknown how the initial trend would continue.
Building on these findings, the objective of this thesis is to explain spatial and temporal variation in oil palm yield by identifying and testing different yield determining factors from the field of tree-to-palm and palm-to-palm competition, palm morphology and local meteorological patterns. The main interest lies in understanding the effects of diversity and performance of interplanted trees. Yet, also the effect of tree and palm crown projection areas and their interactions are extensively discussed to harness the role of light competition within the conventional and enriched parts of the plantation.

The analyses base upon monthly oil palm yield data (2014-2018), other existing palm and tree variables taken by members of the project, as well as several newly collected variables mostly related to crown and canopy (March 2018). Inter-categorial comparisons were conducted to examine yield on palm level and yield penalty per area between palms of different surrounding tree diversity levels and further palm categories. Moreover, multiple linear models were employed to test yield determinants from the field of tree-to-palm and palm-to-palm competition and palm morphology. Finally, time series graphs were computed and temporal yield amplitudes were related to local meteorological variables. With these analyses, the study will contribute to a better understanding of the drivers of oil palm yield in agroforestry.
2 Material and methods

2.1 Study site

The experiment is located in an oil palm plantation of PT. Humusindo Makmur Sejati (01.95° S and 103.25° E, 47 ± 11 m a.s.l.) near Bungku village in the lowlands of Jambi province, Sumatra, Indonesia with a humid tropical climate, a mean annual temperature of 26.7°C and precipitation of 2,235 mm (Teuscher et al., 2016). The plots were established in a medium-sized conventional oil palm plantation of 500 ha. The planted oil palm breed tenera, a high yielding cross between varieties dura and pisifera, was grown from seed and single individuals may take the phenotype of the less productive parent generation. Following the recommendations for tenera by the state-owned oil palm company PTPN, the seedlings were planted in a triangular grid of 9.8 m distance between all palms; resulting in approx. 120 palms ha\(^{-1}\) and row distance of 8.5 m (Hasbiuan, pers. comm.; Annex 1). The plantation is managed to a degree ‘close-to-nature’ because epiphytes growing on the palm stems are not removed and weeding is done only directly around the palm stems (\(~2\) m radius). Fertilizer is applied on a regular schedule (230 kg [N], 196 kg [P], 142 kg [K] plus minerals); pesticides only rarely and in urgent cases. Palm age cannot be clearly determined. According to satellite images, the whole plantation was set up between 2001 and 2007, marking an age structure of 11 to 17 years at the time of writing (Teuscher et al., 2016). Mean palm height across the plantation is 11.9 m (total) and 5.2 m (meristem) in Feb. 2018 (own examination).

2.2 Plot design and sampling

The data used in this paper builds on existing plots from EFForTS-BEE (described in Gérard et al., 2017; Teuscher et al., 2016; description below from these sources if not stated otherwise). Following an elaborate statistical design for biodiversity-ecosystem functioning experiments (Bell et al., 2009), the experiment established 52 fenced plots (‘tree islands’) with systematically varying composition of up to six planted tree species (\(Parkia\ speciosa\) Hassk., Fabaceae; \(Archidendron\ pauciflorum\) (Benth.) I.C.Nielsen, Fabaceae; \(Durio\ zibethinus\) L. ex Murray, Malvaceae; \(Dyera\ costulata\) (Miq.) Hook., Apocynaceae; \(Peronema\ canescens\) Jack, Verbenaceae; \(Shorea\ leprosula\) Miq., Dipterocarpaceae). The plots contain five different diversity levels (0, 1, 2, 3 or 6 planted tree species) and four different plot sizes (5 m x 5 m, 10 m x 10 m, 20 m x 20 m or 40 m x 40 m). The minimum distance between the plots is 85 m. Neither weeding nor fertilizer treatment is done within the plots, although some pruning is inevitably done as part of the monthly harvesting. The

\(^1\) Planting information was obtained in an interview with the plantation manager Hasbiuan (Annex 1), although it contradicts the value provided by Gérard et al. (2017) where planting distance is cited as 9 m, resulting in 143 palms ha\(^{-1}\).
fences also exclude cattle ranching, which is allowed for workers-owned cattle in the rest of the plantation (Hasbiuan, pers. comm.; Annex 1). Around 40% of the palms were removed in order to make space prior to planting the trees in December 2013, reducing the number of inside-plot palms to 214. The plots host an irregular number of palms because of plot sizes, relative positioning and initial thinning intensity. 31 plots contain at least one palm and 21 plots are free of palms (detailed summary: Table 5 in Annex 2). Additional 52 x 3 palms outside but near the plots (‘adjacent-to-plot’) are included in the yield survey and stand in different rows (mean distances: 3.5 m, 12.2 m, 21.8 m, for adj. pos. 1, 2 and 3, respectively; Gérard et al., 2017). Another 34 control palms introduced in Dec. 2016 outside the plots are managed as usual (not fenced, conventional fertilizer and weeding treatment).

A stratified sub-sample was drawn for some of the collected variables (epiphyte cover, micro-slope, girth at breast height) out of the 214 inside-plot-palms. The sample covers the 15 best performing, 15 least performing (randomly selected from the group of palms with zero yield) and additional 20 randomly selected palms from the remainder, all based on the sum of available recent and uninterrupted yield data at the time of data collection (Oct. 2017 - Feb. 2018; list of included palms: Table 6 in Annex 2). Plot 29 (40 m x 40 m; three species planted: Archidendron pauciflorum, Durio zibethinus, Dyera polyphylla) was chosen for another set of observations. The selection was based upon a utility analysis and further observations from the field (criteria: Table 7 in Annex 3). Plot 29 holds the largest number of palms of all plots (n = 20) at a medium high diversity level, contained the largest oil palm yield variability and hosts several successful trees, which are steadily distributed across the plot and sporadically reach to the oil palm canopy. For crown overlap measurements of control palms, we included also their neighboring palms, selecting those whose crowns are overlapping or at least tangent to a control palm.

2.3 Data collection and processing of variables

2.3.1 Yield survey

The yield analyses presented in this paper used existing EFForTS-BEE yield surveys of the past 4.5 years (Jan. 2014 - June 2018). Oil palms were harvested monthly and weighed at the roadside using a digital hand scale, expressed as fresh fruit bunch (FFB) weight (kg). Inside-plot yield (aggregated on plot level: n = 31) and adjacent-palm yield (n = 156 palms) records reach back to Jan. 2014. Inside-plot palm yield (n = 214 palms), on the other hand, and control-palm yield (n = 34 palms) were successfully introduced not before Jan. 2017. One control palm was removed from the analyses due to missing data. For those analyses using inside-plot yield data before Jan. 2017

2 Whenever referring to data collection, I use ‘we’ to acknowledge the joint effort by the assistants, other supporting team members and myself during the field work.
(Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5), I weighted plot-level means of different plot categories by the number of palms per plot. Due to logistical problems, the yield survey had been suspended several times, with the largest gap of three months (complete representation of all gaps: Fig. 6 in Annex 3).

A preliminary yield analysis showed that suspended harvest saves a share of yield for the next month, thus artificially increasing the first yield observation after the suspended month. To quantify this effect, I systematically compared the values before and after survey gaps (‘post-gap’ and ‘pre-gap’ values). As pre-gap value I chose the last available harvest observation before the peak, which itself was no post-gap value. Due to sporadic yield on palm level (individual palms do not fruit every month), the palm-level data was not suitable for processing and yield means had to be used. Given the small sample size of only \( n = 8 \) gaps (\( n = 5, 2 \) and 1 for gap sizes of 1, 2 and 3 months, respectively), I pooled all inside-plot and adjacent observations (31 plots comprising 214 palms plus 156 adjacent palms) for all gap sizes with the aim to compute a general and reliable value (theoretically, there is no reason why harvest suspension should affect palm groups differently). A one-sample t-tests confirmed that the computed deviations (post-gap minus pre-gap divided by post-gap) are different from zero for the pool (\( p = 0.03; \text{mean} = 22.5\% \)). The median of post-gap overshooting amounts to 28.72\%, by which I subsequently reduced all inside-plot, adjacent and control palm post-gap yield data underlying the analyses in this paper.

### 2.3.2 Yield penalty calculation

Yield penalty is defined in this paper as a per-area yield reduction caused by the established tree islands and is calculated as the relative difference of control and treatment (Eqn. 1). It is different from yield on palm level because the initial palm thinning in the plots reduced the number of palms per ha and increased the production reference area per palm. Even if palms affected by thinning were overyielding, the reduced planting density could lead to reduced yields per area. For palm oil businesses, per-area effects are of particular importance because they are more related to the revenues that can be generated with a limited unit of land.

\[
YP = 100 \frac{Y_{ha\ control} - Y_{ha\ thinning}}{Y_{ha\ control}}
\]

\(YP\) = yield penalty (\%)

\(Y_{ha\ thinning}\) = per-area yield of a palm category affected by thinning

\(Y_{ha\ control}\) = per-area yield of a palm category verifiably not affected by thinning

Nonetheless, yield per palm is interesting (for ecologists) to understand processes and interactions on palm level. Therefore, both types, (1) yield penalty per area and (2) yield per palm are employed for different questions in the analysis. The second part of palm categorial differences
(Fig. 2b) and the temporal yield developments (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4a, b, c) are based upon (1), whereas the first part of categorial differences (Fig. 2a), the analysis of meteorological effects (Fig. 5b) and the regression analyses to explore yield determinants (Table 3, Table 4) use type (2).

Expanding palm-level yield (kg FFB palm⁻¹) to yield per area (kg FFB ha⁻¹) requires expansion factors. Because of different planting densities within and around the tree islands as compared to the conventional plantation part, expansion factors are different for both categories (Eqn. 2 and Eqn. 3). An expansion factor generally requires a reference area \( A_{\text{palm}} \) assigned to each palm (Eqn. 4). This is less complicated for palms in far distance from the plots (control palms, adj. pos. 3 and adj. pos. 2), where the conventional planting scheme is unaffected by plot-thinning. In these cases, a single palm represents one out of approx. 120 planted palms per ha, which leads to a palm-reference area equal to the inverse of planting density \( A_{\text{palm}} = \frac{1}{120} \text{ha} \) and an expansion factor \( EF_{\text{conventional}} \) equal to 120 (Eqn. 5).

\[
Y_{\text{ha conventional}} = EF_{\text{conventional}} \cdot Y_{\text{p conventional}} \tag{2}
\]

\[
Y_{\text{ha thinning}} = EF_{\text{thinning}} \cdot Y_{\text{p thinning}} \tag{3}
\]

\[
EF_{\text{general}} = \frac{A_{\text{ha}}}{A_{\text{palm}}} \tag{4}
\]

\[
EF_{\text{conventional}} = A_{\text{ha}} \cdot d_{\text{pl ha}} = 120 \tag{5}
\]

\[
EF_{\text{thinning}} = EF_{\text{conventional}} \left( \frac{7 - n_{\text{cut}}}{7} \right) \tag{6}
\]

- \( Y_{\text{ha thinning}} \) = per-ha yield of a palm affected by thinning (all inside-plot palms and adj. pos. 1)
- \( Y_{\text{ha conventional}} \) = per-ha yield of a palm not affected by thinning (control palms, adj. pos. 2 and 3)
- \( Y_{\text{p thinning}} \) = per-palm yield of a palm affected by thinning
- \( Y_{\text{p conventional}} \) = per-palm yield of a palm not affected by thinning
- \( EF_{\text{general}} \) = general expansion factor
- \( EF_{\text{thinning}} \) = expansion factor for palms affected by thinning
- \( EF_{\text{conventional}} \) = expansion factor for palms not affected by thinning
- \( A_{\text{ha}} \) = target area (ha)
- \( A_{\text{palm}} \) = reference area of one palm (ha)
- \( d_{\text{pl ha}} \) = conventional (’original’) palm planting density (ha⁻¹)
- \( n_{\text{cut}} \) = number of palms intentionally thinned within circle of \( r = 12 \text{ m} \) around palm

However, the definition is more challenging for those palms affected by thinning (all inside-plot palms and adj. pos. 1). Using the plot size divided by the number of palms as palm reference area is not appropriate, because it gives too much power to the plot position and orientation relative to the planting scheme. In the original planting grid, a 10 m x 10 m square plot could contain 1, 2 or 3 palms, resulting in \( EF \) equal to 100, 200 or 300, respectively. Moreover, benefits for adja-
cent palms from reduced competition would not be reflected by the calculation. To overcome this problem of attributability, I developed an alternative approach for estimating the reference area of inside-plot palms and adj. pos. 1 by using a virtual search circle around each of these palms with a radius \( r = 12 \text{ m} \) (illustration: Fig. 7 in Annex 3). Building on the uniform equilaterally triangular planting scheme, each circle is assumed to host exactly seven palms (center palm plus six neighbors). If all seven palms were present, the planting density for this palm would be equal to the conventional factor. Each missing palm, however, reduces the factor by one seventh (Eqn. 6). For example, a palm with two removed neighbors would result in \( EF_{\text{thinning}} \) equal to 86.

An important role comes to the radius of the search circle. According to the planting scheme, the distance from the center palm is equally 9.8 m to all six closest neighboring palms, but buffer should be included to account for various errors during planting and measuring of the positions. Additional neighbors are included at approx. 17 m radius. The optimal radius, therefore, lies within 9.8 m and 17 m, but a higher radius increases the chance of including palms from the outer circle. I tested different radii within the range by counting the number of palms (prior to thinning) for each alternative, for all inside-plot palms. The simulation showed that relatively few changes in the frequency of included palms occur between \( r = 12 \text{ m} \) and 13 m (histogram: Fig. 8 in Annex 3), the first of which I selected for the analysis.

An alternative ‘opportunity cost’-approach (Gérard et al., 2017) deals with the different planting densities by subtracting the palm-level control yield from the yield of one plot for each palm removed within that plot. In order to use this approach for the above described expansion from palm level to area, it needs to be adjusted to avoid the drawback of attributability of reduced planting density. Hence, it was extended by the proposed measure of reference area estimation in Eqn. 6. In the new model (Eqn. 7), palm-level yields are reduced by the fraction of removed palms within the circle of \( r = 12 \text{ m} \) and multiplied by a palm-level plantation average yield \( Y_{p \text{ control}} \), before being expanded to a hectare. Since this adapted approach faces a set of disadvantages in the new context (discussed under 4.1 Effects of tree diversity and species), it is applied only as a supplement (for comparison to the dominant approach in Fig. 4c and more elaborated for the past 1.5 years in Fig. 13 in Annex 4).

\[
Y_{ha \text{ thinning}} = EF_{\text{conventional}} \left[ Y_{p \text{ thinning}} - Y_{p \text{ control}} \left( \frac{7 - n_{cut}}{7} \right) \right] \quad (7)
\]

- \( Y_{ha \text{ thinning}} \) = per-ha yield of a palm affected by thinning (all inside-plot and adj. pos. 1)
- \( Y_{p \text{ thinning}} \) = per-palm yield of a palm affected by thinning
- \( Y_{p \text{ control}} \) = per-palm yield of a palm category verifiably not affected by the tree islands
- \( EF_{\text{conventional}} \) = expansion factor for palms not affected by thinning
- \( n_{cut} \) = number of neighboring palms intentionally cut within circle of \( r = 12 \text{ m} \) around palm
All yield penalties depend on the used value of control yield per area $Y_{ha\ control}$ (Eqn. 1) and the alternative approach additionally depends on control yield per palm $Y_{p\ control}$ (Eqn. 7). Results of the yield time series (Fig. 5) suggest considerable fluctuations between years, so the timeframe does matter. Averaging along an extensive timeframe will neglect the temporal variability, while a monthly mean of control yield increases the dispersion of monthly yield penalties. As a compromise, I selected the time frame for $Y_{ha\ control}$ as to be in line with the respective analysis: a 1.5-year mean for the 1.5-year comparison of palm types (Fig. 2), means of four months each in the time series (Fig. 4) and means of one year each in the four-year boxplot (Fig. 3). Control yield for the palm-level yield $Y_{p\ control}$ in the alternative approach (Eqn. 7), on the other hand, used a constant mean, computed from designated control palms of the past 1.5 years, throughout all representations. In absence of more recent information, Gérard et al. (2017) used a general plantation mean in their analysis, provided by the plantation manager.

For those analyses dating back to the ‘pre-control-era’, when the designated control palms were not yet in place (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4), I used the yield of adj. pos. 3 as control. This is justified by earlier project findings that indicated no spillover effect on pos. 3 palms (Gérard et al., 2017) and by findings from this paper, where (1) pos. 3 palms show almost identical yield mean and median as the designated control (Fig. 2 a) and (2) control yield levels evenly around yield of adj. pos. 3 (Fig. 4 d). On the other hand, for analyses including yield of Jan. 2017 and younger, I used the designated control.

### 2.3.3 Yield time series

To explain yield development by meteorological data (Fig. 5), yield is displayed as a consecutive time series since the start of yield measurement in Jan. 2014 with a temporal resolution of one month. To allow for a clear distinction of meaningful peaks and valleys, and to reduce the influence of missing values, I applied a centered rolling mean algorithm (width = 3 months) and further smoothed the curves via loess functions. Several prior analyses were conducted to set the parameters appropriately so that findings become more pronounced without generating false findings.

To show the temporal development of yield penalty (Fig. 4), I computed four-month averages of the valid observations (no roll-mean nor loess functions applied) and thereby reduced the effect of yield gaps and resulting ‘post-gap’ peaks.

### 2.3.4 Palm positions

Exact palm positions were required to compute palm-based competition indices. I used existing high-resolution copter images (Sep.-Oct. 2016; 0.004 m spatial resolution), which I strictly co-registered with the accurately georeferenced fixed wing rasters (Sep.-Oct. 2016; 0.1 m resolution)
via the ‘Helmert’ algorithm in the georeferencer plugin of QGIS (QGIS v. 2.18; QGIS development team, 2018), using palm crown centers as ground control points (both image series collected by Khokthong, unpublished). Existing ground-based palm position data, expressed as distance to the plot fence, showed a distinctive pattern which was laid upon the raster layers to identify surveyed palms from above and update the positions. By visual identification, I updated the plot corner positions to calculate exact palm-to-fence distances.

Positions for control palms and their crown-interfering neighbors could not be identified on the drone images so that ground-based data had to be used for this purpose. We measured horizontal distances from control palms to their neighbors via measuring tape from one stem center to the next and recorded the azimuth in degrees with a Suunto compass.

2.3.5 Crown projection areas of palms and trees

While competition indices on plant level have gained wide popularity in forest science (Biging and Dobbertin, 1995; Pretzsch, 2009), the concept has, to the best of my knowledge, not yet been applied to oil palms. Consequently, methodologies to measure palm crown projection area from the ground seem unavailable in scientific literature. The method in this paper is adapted from tree crown projection area measurements (Pretzsch et al., 2015) although the palms’ ragged projection contours complicate the transfer.

The adapted method was used to estimate crown projections from the ground and via manual identification on drone images. Since ground measurements were suspected to produce higher measurement errors, the drone approach was chosen as the preferred measure for all inside-plot palms and their interfering neighbors outside the fence. Control palms and their neighbors, on the other hand, could not be identified on the images and relied on the ground approach.

For both applications, we decided for a measurement of maximum frond extension in four directions/two axes (N-S and E-W), benefitting from the approximately circular shape and enabling compatibility with previous EFForTS-BEE measurements from 2014 and 2017. Prior to decision, we also ground-tested a more ambitious setup with eight directions/four axes (N-S; E-W; NW-SE; NE-SW) in a sample of n = 15 palms. Radius and area estimates of the latter method were significantly lower (mean relative difference: -6% and -11% for radius and area, respectively; p < 0.01 for both variables in a one-sample t-test). The significant systematic difference was probably due to the smaller ‘search angle’ caused by the smaller segmentation, so that shorter fronds were relatively more likely to be chosen for the virtual approximation of the crown perimeter. Still, since the bias does not really affect precision (4% and 1% difference in the coefficients of variation of both approaches for radii and areas, respectively), we decided in favor of the less complex alternative. Available palm crown projection estimates from previous EFForTS-BEE surveys were
tested. Yet, regression results involving these variables are presented only in Annex 4 (Table 9 and Table 10) because preliminary analyses cast doubt on the consistency of past measurement methods (Fig. 10 a in Annex 3).

![Figure 1. Crown projection area methodology and exemplary plot maps](image)

For the ground measurements, we successively aligned the measuring tape in N-S and E-W directions via compass and used pipes which we leveled vertically to estimate the maximum crown extension (Fig. 1 a). We marked the projected points on the ground along the N-S/E-W axes tangential to the ground projection of an interpolated circular perimeter around the furthest visible frond extensions (roughly within a 45° slice of the projection ellipse). We recorded the direct horizontal line between the two pipes with the straight tape touching always the left part of the palm stem. The methodology was tested and trained before working in the field to ensure that both people identified the same points on the axes. I computed ellipses from the measurements in both directions and obtained the area of the polygons via rgdal plugin in R (Bivand et al., 2017).
Crown radii from the two axial measurements $\overline{NS}$ and $\overline{EW}$ were calculated via quadratic mean formula (Pretzsch et al., 2015).

The drone-based measurements were computed from precisely co-registered high-resolution drone images (see 2.3.4 Palm positions). Using QGIS software, I extracted crown areas by manually fitting ellipses to the maximum frond extensions. In accordance with ground measurements, the ellipses were adjustable in N-S and E-W directions. The same methodology was applied to plot-neighboring palms whose palms reached into the plot area (Fig. 1 b).

Measurement of tree crown projection (only in plot 29; see 2.2 Plot design and sampling) generally followed the ground-based procedure for palms. We measured all trees whose crowns interfered with at least one inside-plot palm by touching or overgrowing its fronds. To rank the possible light competition effect, we additionally recorded the tree crown density (1: ‘projected leaf area covers < 1/3 of the crown projection area’; 2: 1/3 to 2/3; 3: > 2/3) and the vertical crown position relative to the palm fronds (1: ‘the top of the tree touches the lower palm fronds and starts competition from below’; 2: ‘the top of the tree is intertwined with palm fronds but the largest tree part is still below the fronds; 3: ‘the largest tree part grows above the fronds’). To obtain exact crown positions for accurate modeling, we measured the horizontal palm-to-tree distance from the estimated tree crown centroid to the stem center of the palm and recorded the azimuth via a Suunto compass. For trees interfering with multiple palms, I calculated means from the resulting position data.

2.3.6 Palm and tree competition indices

Several variables reflecting competition on single palm level were computed involving neighboring palms and trees and their morphological characteristics, positions and elevations. For all plots ($n = 214$ palms), I computed the number of planted palms, trees and tree stem volume within six different circles ($r = 5$ m to 10 m) around each of the recorded palm positions. For tree variables, I used the most recent survey (Feb. 2018; collected by Zemp et al., unpublished) and, consequently, excluded trees that had died in the previous years. Stem volume was calculated from basal area and tree length (after Prodan 1965); for simplicity using a general form factor of 0.5 (Eqn. 8).

$$V = 0.5 \ l \ \frac{\pi}{4} \ DBH^2$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>tree stem volume (m$^3$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>tree stem length (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DBH$</td>
<td>tree diameter at breast height (m)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Absolute and relative crown overlap areas (Eqn. 9 and 10, respectively) were calculated from crown projection areas, inspired by the influence zone concept of competition indices for trees (Bella, 1971) by constituting crown projections as influence zones and simply adding up intersecting areas. These overlaps were also used for computing the number of interfering neighbors as additional variable (included if crown overlap between center palm and neighbor > 0). Alternative ways of calculating crown projection area and the overlaps (e.g. superposed overlap by multiple palms vs. single overlap) were tested beforehand and only the most promising regressions were selected for presentation. As additional variable, I computed palm crown canopy (%) within six circles of varying size (r = 5 m to 10 m) around the palm.

\[
A_{\text{abs},p} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (CPA_p \cap CPA_i) \quad (9)
\]

\[
A_{\text{rel},p} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (CPA_p \cap CPA_i)}{CPA_p} = \frac{A_{\text{abs},p}}{CPA_p} \quad (10)
\]

\[
A_{\text{rel,wt},p} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} [(CPA_p \cap CPA_i) f_{ELV,i}]}{CPA_p}; \quad (11)
\]

\[
f_{ELV,i} = \begin{cases} 
0, & ELV_p > (ELV_i + 2) \\
0.5 \,(ELV_p - ELV_i), & (ELV_i - 2) \leq ELV_p \leq (ELV_i + 2) \\
1, & ELV_p < (ELV_i - 2)
\end{cases} \quad (12)
\]

- \( A_{\text{abs}} \) = absolute crown projection overlap area (m\(^2\))
- \( A_{\text{rel}} \) = overlap area relative to crown projection area of center palm (%)
- \( A_{\text{rel,wt}} \) = relative overlap area weighted with elevation difference between palms (%)
- \( CPA \) = crown projection area (m\(^2\))
- \( ELV \) = elevation of palms (topographic elevation plus palm height) (m)
- \( p \) = index of center palm
- \( i \) = index of neighbor palm
- \( n \) = number of crown-overlapping neighbors
- \( f_{ELV} \) = factor to weigh overlap areas according to elevation difference between palms

To give more weight to relatively exposed palms with overarching crowns and thereby putting more emphasis on the light aspect of competition, I included palm elevation into an additional model (Eqn. 11). It excludes overlap areas of palms with elevation difference below 2 m compared to the center palm, gives full weight to all elevations above 2 m difference and an intermediate value based on a linear function for differences within that corridor. The factor \( f_{ELV} \) in Eqn. 12, accordingly, takes values between zero and one. The elevation represents topographic elevation plus palm height, which I extracted for all palm coordinates from a digital elevation model (DEM) (Sep.-Oct. 2016; 0.02 m resolution; Khokthong, unpublished; also strictly georeferenced). To reduce the error, I computed mean values of all raster elevation values within a radius of 3 m.
around the supposed palm center, using R raster package (Hijmans, 2017). This procedure was found to be the best according to a trial with different radii and mean vs. max functions (comparison: Fig. 11 in Annex 3).

For light competition of trees in Plot 29, I developed an additional more specific model (Eqn. 13) to give more weight to dense crowns and pronounced interference. The two weight factors \( f_{\text{density}} \) and \( f_{\text{interf}} \) (Eqn. 14) reduce the respective tree-palm crown overlaps to account for different crown densities and interference classes, respectively.

\[
A_{\text{tree,rel,wt}_p} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^n [(CPA_p \cap CPA_{\text{tree}_i}) f_{\text{density}_i} f_{\text{interf}_i}]}{CPA_p} ; \\
f_{\text{density}_i} := \begin{cases} 
0.33, & \text{leaf cover } < 1/3 \\
0.66, & \text{leaf cover } \geq 1/3 \\
1.00, & \text{leaf cover } \geq 2/3 
\end{cases} ; \\
f_{\text{interf}_i} := \begin{cases} 
0.33, & \text{below} \\
0.66, & \text{interwoven} \\
1.00, & \text{above} 
\end{cases} 
\]

\( A_{\text{tree,rel,wt}_p} \) = weighted tree crown overlap relative to palm crown projection area (%) \\
\( p \) = index of center palm \\
\( i \) = index of competing tree \\
\( n \) = number of crown-overlapping neighbors \\
\( f_{\text{density}} \) = factor to weigh overlap areas according to crown density \\
\( f_{\text{interf}} \) = factor to weigh overlap areas according to degree of interference with palm

Diversity indices (Shannon, Simpson, Inverse Simpson) were computed based on 2018 tree data via R package vegan (Oksanen et al., 2018).

### 2.3.7 Gap fractions and canopy

Gap fractions (canopy openness) were computed on plot level from hemispherical photos, taken with a Nikon D5100 SLR camera and Sigma 4.5 mm F2.8 EX DC circular fisheye lens. We moved the camera to systematically arranged spots to account for different plot sizes (5 m x 5 m and 10 m x 10 m: 1 spot in the plot-center; 20 m x 20 m: 3 spots in a triangular shape around the center; 40 m x 40 m: 6 spots in a hexagonal shape around the center), following the methodology described in Teuscher et al., 2016 (sketch: Fig. 9 in Annex 3). The camera was mounted on a tripod at 1.2 m height and leveled to face the vertical using a bubble level slotted into the flash socket with the top of the camera aligned towards North. Starting with an overexposed shot in each spot, we gradually decreased the exposure value and selected the image with highest exposure value and no peak touching the very right end of the gray value histogram (Glatthorn and Beckschäfer, 2014). Pictures were taken in non-rainy morning and evening hours to avoid distortions by overexposed sky. The images were processed using the batch processing plugin ‘Hemispherical_2.0’ (Bekeschäfer, 2015) in Image J v.1.52e of which binarization is based upon the minimum thresholding algorithm (Prewitt and Mendelsohn, 2006).
Since these gap fractions account for all vegetation (including trees), I derived additional canopy fractions exclusively for palms by dividing the aggregated crown projection areas (derived from 2016 drone data) by the plot areas. In addition, I included existing canopy variables describing tree and palm canopy fractions, derived via algorithm (Khokthong, unpublished), also based on the drone images from 2016.

2.3.8 Height, meristem height and basal area
We collected recent height data for all palms in Plot 29, the control palms and their crown interfering neighbors via the Haglöfs Vertex IV hypsometer. We defined meristem height as the upper end of the stem, the last point to which fruits are visible, and total height as the upper point of the fronds emerging into the sky. For the remainder, we used existing EFForTS-BEE meristem height data (Feb. 2017; same methodology). Drone-based height measurements (Khokthong, unpublished) were tested as alternative measures prior to the analysis. However, the high dispersion of the data and large differences between mean or max values in circles of different size around the identified palm positions in the canopy height model (CHM) raster images suggested against their use (comparison: Fig. 12 in Annex 3).

Palm circumference was collected via measurement tape for the subsample of inside-plot palms and for all control palms, via measurement tape at breast height above the basal bulge (in line with Henson, 2006).

2.3.9 Epiphyte cover and micro slope
We measured epiphyte cover (%) for the stratified sub-sample of inside-plot palms and for the control palms looking from North towards the stem and estimating which fraction of the meristem was hidden by vital epiphytes. Micro slope (%), measured for the same sample, was expressed as maximum slope across a circle of $r = 2$ m around the palm center. We marked the start and end points with pipes of equal length and measured the angle via Vertex IV In angle mode, pointing through both upper tips of the pipes.

2.3.10 Meteorological data
Local meteorological data including precipitation (mm h⁻¹), global radiation (W m⁻²) and air temperature 2 m above the ground (°C) of the plantation Humusindo and of Bungku village were provided by the Collaborative German-Indonesian Collaborative Research Center CRC 990, subproject Z02. Originally, the measurements were taken in 10 min intervals, but were supplied as hourly data where incomplete hours were removed. Whenever Humusindo measurements were not available, I replaced data gaps with measurements from the nearby climate station in Bungku.
village. I computed monthly mean values for solar radiation as well as temperature and upscaled precipitation from the valid observations. All series were smoothed with a loess function.

2.3.1.1 Expert interview
To identify further (possibly plantation-specific) yield determining factors, we conducted a semi-structured expert interview, following the suggestions provided in Bogner, Littig, & Menz (2009) with the plantation manager Hasbiuan (results in Annex 1).

2.4 Statistical analysis

2.4.1 Regression design
Linear regression analyses were conducted for all enriched plots on palm level (not per area) and on plot level to explore promising yield determinants. On palm level, I computed separate models for the full sample \((n = 214\) palms), for the stratified subsample \((n = 50\) palms), for Plot 29 \((n = 20\) palms), for the control palms \((n = 34\) palms) and for different subsets of the full sample based on distance to the plot fence (explained below). To avoid multicollinearity and support comparability, the models were computed separately for all predictors of interest. To account for temporal effects, all models were computed with a set of different yield period means as dependent variable (explained below).

For Plot 29 and the control palms, I used the simplest possible model of linear regression (Eqn. 15). For the full sample on palm level and for the stratified subsample, I performed multiple linear regressions with yield as dependent variable, explained by one independent predictor variable plus a constant set of control variables (Eqn. 16). As predictors, I tested all available variables from the field of palm-to-palm and palm-to-tree competition, palm morphology and slope. The control variables were selected based on previous hypotheses and on insights from data exploration. For example, plot size was dropped in favor of palm-to-fence distance because yield variability was found to be more dependent on the latter.

Using Eqn. 16 as a template, I computed additional mixed models to account for random effects from Plot ID on palm level, using the R package lme4 (Bates et al. 2015). Plot ID was entered as random effect with random intercept and by-PREDICTOR random slope to account for possible random effects emerging from spatial proximity. The rest of the model (Eqn. 16) remained unchanged. I extracted p-values with the R package lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2018), \(R^2\)-values via R package MuMIn (Barton, 2018) and cAIC values via R package cAIC4 (Saefken et al., 2018). However, across the majority of results, mixed effects showed similar results to the fixed effects models, although fits and significance levels were systematically worse. To avoid unnecessary com-
plexity and dodge the ongoing debate about the reliability of reported $p$ and $R^2$ values in mixed models (Kuznetsova et al., 2018; Nakagawa and Schielzeth, 2013), results from these models are merely provided as a supplement in Table 11 in Annex 4.

As noted above, I repeated all palm-level regressions with subsets of the data according to the distance of the palms to the fence to exclude possible boundary effects. For that purpose, palms with eight different minimum fence distances (1 m to 8 m) were successively excluded. Preliminary results suggested that especially palms beyond intermediate fence distance ($dist > 5$ m), reflecting roughly one leaf distance, show better regression fits. Therefore, results on palm level are reported for the full ($dist = 0$ m) and the restricted ($dist > 5$ m) samples. By definition, this procedure excluded all palms within plots of 5 m x 5 m and 10 m x 10 m, reducing the original number of plots from 31 to 20. Regressions of restricted samples (e.g. Plot 29) are not reported for different fence distances.

In addition to the regressions on palm level, I computed some predictors on plot level because of the plot-level nature of some variables (e.g. canopy openness and diversity) and because of the longer data availability of plot-level yield data. In accordance with regressions on palm level, a multiple linear regression approach was used for the several possible predictors, with plot size and diversity level as control variables (Eqn. 17). The diversity control was dropped for models with diversity indices as independent variable to avoid multicollinearity.

Both regression types (palm and plot level) were executed with different yield period means (Table 1). This was done to (1) include as many monthly yield observations as possible while (2)

\[ YIELD_{Palm_{kj}} = a + b \text{ PREDICTOR}_{ij} \] (15)

\[ YIELD_{Palm_{kj}} = a + b \text{ PREDICTOR}_{ij} + c \text{ div}_j + d \text{ dist}_j + \text{ plot}_ID_j \] (16)

\[ YIELD_{Plot_{kj}} = a + b \text{ PREDICTOR}_{ij} + c \text{ div}_j + d \text{ plot}_size_j \] (17)
complying with natural temporal units of one year and (3) synchronizing the variables with the date of measurement of the predictor variables, which were recorded in different points between 2016 and 2018. The periods are different for plot- and palm level regressions, which is due to the late installation of the palm-level survey in Jan. 2017. These aspects lead to four different periods (Table 1), covering the past and previous year, the past four years and the past 1.5 years to keep the observations for yield on plot and palm level maximal. As depicted in the table (and discussed under 2.3.1 Yield survey), the survey was suspended several times, with max. three months consecutive suspension.

Table 1. Yield means used as dependent variables in regressions on palm and plot level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yield variable</th>
<th>Covering period</th>
<th>n valid months</th>
<th>n missing months</th>
<th>Start - end of period</th>
<th>Missing values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PALM LEVEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) past year</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>July 2017 - June 2018</td>
<td>July - Sep. 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) past 1.5 years</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Jan. 2017 - June 2018</td>
<td>July - Sep. 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLOT LEVEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) past year</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>July 2017 - June 2018</td>
<td>July - Sep. 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) previous year</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>July 2016 - June 2017</td>
<td>Sept., Nov., Dec. 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Across all regressions, I selected promising regressions for display according to the significance level (p-value) and goodness of fit (adjusted R²). In addition, I hand-selected single ‘failed’ models of particular scientific interest. Descriptive statistics are provided for all reported predictors. No standard errors for mean values of predictors are reported on palm level because individual palms were not selected randomly which would systematically overestimate the error (Cochran, 1977). The regression assumptions were checked visually for all promising models via histograms and QQ-plots. No severe violations of the assumptions were identified.

2.4.2 Difference tests, boxplots and used software
To check for significance between groups, I used parametric or non-parametric difference-tests depending on fulfilment of the respective test assumptions. In most cases (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3), Welch tests for normality could not reject non-normality at p < 0.05 for many of the investigated palm categories. In these cases, I switched to non-parametric tests for all categories to maintain comparability within the graph. For boxplots, I improved the comparability of yield observations between palm categories by computing monthly yield averages within categories so that one monthly observation reflects the mean yield of all respective plots or palms within that category.
Firstly, this avoids complications from heterogeneous sample sizes (e.g. n = 3 plots with diversity level zero vs. n = 52 adjacent palms per position). Secondly, it bypasses a median of zero yield caused by many sequences of zero yield in monthly observations on palm level. Difference tests to compare monthly yield averages between different years (Fig. 3) assumed independence.

All variables and analyses were computed with R v. 3.4 (R Core Team, 2017) and QGIS v. 2.18 (QGIS development team, 2018). Graphical plots (Fig. 1 c, Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5) were produced with R package ggplot2 v. 2.2 (Wickham and Chang, 2016); Fig. 1 b via QGIS and the technical drawing (Fig. 1 a) via Inkscape v. 0.92 (Inkscape development team, 2018).
3 Results

To create an understanding of the difference between dependent yield variables used in the regression analyses on palm and plot level (not per area), Table 2 provides an overview of the descriptive statistics. Across all periods, the mean yield of inside-plot palms (Table 2 a-e) does not differ substantially, with the most accurate yield estimate (for the past four years) amounting to 219 ± 47 kg FFB palm⁻¹ year⁻¹. Due to averaging effects, standard deviations are generally less pronounced for observations on plot level than on palm level and for longer periods. For example, the coefficient of variation (cv) is 0.42 for the previous year as against 0.22 in the four-year period, on plot-level. Palm and plot-level means for the past year differ slightly because plot means are not weighted by the number of palms.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of different yield period means on palm and plot level. One observation represents the yield of one palm or plot, averaged along the respective periods (a-g). The periods and values represent those used in the regressions. All yield values are expressed as kg fresh fruit bunch (FFB) palm⁻¹ year⁻¹. Standard errors are not shown for (a) and (b) to avoid overestimation from the sampling design. Plot-level observations were divided by the number of remaining palms per plot and the presented mean was not weighed by the number of palms. ‘n’ = number of observations (a, b, f, g = palms; c, d, e = plots); ‘sd’ = standard deviation; ‘se%’ = relative standard error of the mean (%); ‘ctrl’ = control palms. ‘past year’ = July 2017 to June 2018; ‘previous year’ = July 2016 to June 2017; ‘past 1.5 years’ = Jan. 2017 to June 2018; ‘past 4 years’ = July 2014 to June 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yield period</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean ± sd</th>
<th>se%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INSIDE-PILOT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALM LEVEL</td>
<td>(a) past year</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>228 ± 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) past 1.5 years</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>197 ± 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLOT LEVEL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) past year</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>225 ± 65</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) previous year</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>212 ± 90</td>
<td>7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) past 4 years</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>219 ± 47</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CTRL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALM LEVEL</td>
<td>(f) past year</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>222 ± 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(g) past 1.5 years</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>184 ± 75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both palm-level yield means (Table 2 a and b) contain zero-yield palms (indicated by min = 0), which comprise six individuals from five different plots in the past year, but only one individual in the past 1.5 years (not excluded from the regressions). The max value is 19% higher for the short period of palm level (587 vs. 468 kg palm⁻¹ year⁻¹) and the mean value is 16% higher, but the relative deviation (cv) is smaller for the long mean period (0.41 vs. 0.53).
3.1 Effects of tree diversity and species

The results indicate a significant negative effect of tree diversity on oil palm yield, which is evident from plot-level regressions (Table 3 a-d) and from a boxplot of per-area yield penalty (Fig. 2 b). The situation looks different for yield on palm level, where most inside-plot palm categories perform better than the control (Fig. 2 a). A significant effect on species level (plots with presence of particular tree species performing better or worse than the other) cannot be identified.

The plot-level regression output (Table 3 a-d) shows that tree diversity explains a part of yield variation, although not for all indices tested and at relatively low significance. The effect is negative for all tree-diversity related predictors (indicated by the negative coefficients) and across all applied yield period means. The most significant predictor is the sheer number of species (levels 0, 1, 2, 3, 6) for explaining the four-year period of yield ($R^2 = 0.10$, $p = 0.04$), followed by Shannon index ($R^2 = 0.05$, $p = 0.08$).

A comparison of recent yield data on palm level (yield mean period: past 1.5 years) for different diversity levels (Fig. 2 a3) shows that mean yields on palm level are generally lower in plots with higher diversity levels, ranging from 16.9 kg FFB month$^{-1}$ (one tree species) to 11.6 kg FFB month$^{-1}$ (six species). The means of diversity levels 0, 1 and 2 indicate a productivity per palm above plantation average (= control palm mean) as against levels 3 and 6, which produce relatively less. These differences, however, are not significant beyond 95% confidence: a two-sample Mann-Whitney test for significance between diversity level means and control mean attests the highest significance level for the overyielding of zero-species ($p = 0.08$). On the other hand, yield in the plots with six species is significantly lower than in plots with no trees planted but same thinning and suspension of weeding and fertilization (also Mann-Whitney two-sample test; $p < 0.01$).

More drastic differences between enriched plots and the control is evident from the yield penalty boxplot (Fig. 2 b3). The figure compares yield per area, expressed as a percentual difference from the control, for different diversity levels. It shows that, in contrast to yield on palm level (Fig. 2 a3), all diversity levels with one or more tree species planted suffer a yield penalty per area, because they produce relatively less than the conventional plantation average (mean: -18.3%, -18.7%, -27.6% and -45%, for 1, 2, 3 and 6 species, respectively). Yield in zero-species plots, on the other hand, almost resembles the plantation average with 3.6% positive difference from the control. The significance levels of the yield penalties tested via a one-sample Mann-Whitney test also correlate with species richness ($p = 0.21, 0.23, 0.08$ and $<0.00$, for 1, 2, 3 and 6 species, respectively).
Table 3. Results of linear regressions on plot level for three different yield periods. Adjusted $R^2$, p-values and coefficients (‘coef.’) are presented for multiple linear regressions between a yield mean per plot as dependent variable, one of the independent predictors (a-i) and control variables (plot tree diversity level (dropped for a-d) and plot size). ‘Past year’ = July 2017-June 2018; ‘previous year’ = July 2016-June 2017; ‘past four years’ = July 2014-June 2018. Descriptive statistics are shown for independent variables. Shannon, Simpson and Inverse Simpson include less observations because they are not defined for zero-species plots. Significance levels are indicated by * ($p < 0.1$), ** ($p < 0.05$), *** ($p < 0.01$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean ± sd</th>
<th>se%</th>
<th>Past year</th>
<th>Previous year</th>
<th>Past four years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDEPENDENT VARIABLE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) number of species</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.8 ± 1.4</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.04*</td>
<td>-14.8</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Shannon index</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.4</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-33.5</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Simpson index</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-45.0</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Inverse Simpson index</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.9</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-15.2</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) Non-palm crown area plot share (%)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19.9 ± 12.5</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.11**</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) Tree canopy area plot share (%)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>15.5 ± 9.7</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) Gap fraction (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12.5 ± 9.1</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h) Palms removed per area (ha$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>61.1 ± 20.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) Max. slope across plot (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8.8 ± 9.1</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An alternative ‘opportunity cost’-calculation method of yield penalty per area (Fig. 13a in Annex 4) shows a very similar pattern to Fig. 2b and no substantial differences in the mean of inside-plot palms. Yet, if both calculation methods are compared (Fig. 13b in Annex 4), it is evident that the alternative method proposed inspired by Gérard et al. (2017) relatively underestimates yield penalty of low diversity levels (0, 1 and 2 tree species planted) and relatively overestimates yield penalty of high diversity levels (3 and 6 species planted).

Figure 2. Yield on palm level and yield penalty per area for selected palm categories. One observation relates to one month averaged within the respective palm category. The control used to compute percentual differences in (b) is averaged over the past 1.5 years (Jan. 2017 - June 2018). Negative values in (b) indicate yield penalties. ‘Adj. pos’ = position index of adjacent-to-plot palms; ‘FFB’ = fresh fruit bunch; horizontal bar = median; ‘±’ = mean; dashed horizontal line = mean of control palms; ‘plot mean’ includes all inside-plot palms as shown in (a3) and (b3), weighted by the number of palms per plot. ** top row = Mann-Whitney test for difference from control. ***, bottom row = Mann-Whitney test for difference from zero-species plots. Bracketed values = number of palms involved in the monthly means. Significance levels are indicated by * (p < 0.1), ** (p < 0.05), *** (p < 0.01).

A palm-level comparison of the role of particular planted species on yield (Fig. 2a4) is inconclusive (Kruskall-Wallis test for differences between the groups: p = 0.48). Although some of the species are significantly different from zero-species plots, none of the species indicates significant over-
underyielding compared to the control beyond 90% significance. Per-area yield penalties show a similar pattern of the different species means compared to one another (Fig. 2 b4). Mean yield of all species is below the control, but not all yield penalties are significant. In accordance with Fig. 2 a4, differences between the groups are not significant (Kruskall-Wallis: p = 0.45).

To investigate the role of plant nitrogen fixation, the species were additionally categorized into plots with presence of leguminous specimens (Parkia speciosa and Archidendron pauciflorum) against the remainder, forming groups of n = 16 plots and n = 110 palms with Fabaceae presence and n = 12 plots and n = 88 palms for non-Fabaceae presence. In fact, mean yield in leguminous plots is slightly lower (14.9 vs. 15.8 kg FFB month\(^{-1}\) on palm level and -23.5% vs. -21.4% relative difference from control yield per area, for leguminous vs. other, respectively). Yet, differences between the groups are not significant, neither for yield on palm level, as indicated by a two-sample Mann-Whitney test (p = 0.13), nor for yield penalty (p = 0.26).

### 3.2 Effects of tree performance and tree-to-palm competition

Independent of tree diversity, the growth performance and density of trees around single palms was found to show significant negative effects on yield averages from different periods. This is evident from the regression results on palm level with different estimators of tree-performance (Table 4 a-e).

The two models with observations from Plot 29 (Table 4 a-b) use overlaps of tree crown projection areas with palm crowns as sole predictors and thereby approach the role of light competition imposed by trees. The relative tree crown overlap area (the sum of the overlap areas of all trees in one palm, divided by the crown projection area of the palm; Table 4 a) is the best identified predictor (\(R^2 = 0.34; \ p < 0.01\)) of yield among the past year. It shows the best goodness of fit of all presented models on plot or palm level and is also the best predictor of all tested variables for yield in Plot 29 (generally, regression results are better for the individual Plot 29 than for individual palms across all plots; further Plot 29 regression results in Table 9 in Annex 4). A more sophisticated tree crown overlap variable (Table 4 b) weighs the tree overlaps according to intensity of interference and crown density, which narrows competition effects down to light competition. Yet, it does not improve the fit nor the significance (\(R^2 = 0.12; \ p = 0.13\) for the past year).
Table 4. Results of linear regressions on palm level for two different periods (inside-plot). Adjusted $R^2$, p-values and coefficients (‘coef’) are presented for multiple linear regressions between a yield mean per palm (past year or past 1.5 years) as dependent variable, one of the independent predictors (a-m) and a set of control variables (plot tree diversity level, minimum distance between palm and fence and plot ID as dummy variables. The number of palms (‘n’) differs with sample type (‘all’= all inside plot palms from all 31 plots; ‘P29’ = Plot 29; ‘sub’ = stratified subsample. Distance (‘dist.’) to the fence (‘-’= no exclusions; ‘>5’= exclude palms within 5 m fence distance). One yield observation is the mean of 9 (past year) and 18 (past 1.5 years) valid monthly observations with max. three months subsequent gaps. Significance indicated by * (p < 0.1), ** (p < 0.05), *** (p < 0.01).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Fence dist. (m)</th>
<th>Mean ± sd</th>
<th>Past year</th>
<th>Past 1.5 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Relative tree crown overlap in palm</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>P29</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13.48 ± 8.74</td>
<td>0.34***</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Weighted rel. tree crown overlap</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>P29</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.05 ± 6.98</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Number of trees within 5 m radius</td>
<td>(ha$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>925.8 ± 754.9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>108</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>1029.2 ± 804.9</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Tree basal area within 5 m radius</td>
<td>(m$^2$ ha$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.4 ± 1.7</td>
<td>0.04*</td>
<td>0.08**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>108</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>1.6 ± 1.8</td>
<td>0.16**</td>
<td>0.19**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) Tree stem volume within 5 m radius</td>
<td>(m$^3$ ha$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.1 ± 7.3</td>
<td>0.04*</td>
<td>0.07**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>108</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>5.8 ± 8.1</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
<td>0.18**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) Elliptic palm crown projection area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>120.8 ± 22.4</td>
<td>0.06***</td>
<td>0.10***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) Mean palm crown radius</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.2 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.06***</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h) Meristem height (2017)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.4 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.04**</td>
<td>0.07**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>108</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>5.4 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.15*</td>
<td>0.17*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) Absolute crown overlap in palm</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>45.2 ± 34.5</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(j) Weighted relative palm crown overlap</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24.0 ± 18.2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>108</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>22.3 ± 17.1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k) Epiphyte cover along meristem</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>sub</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.5 ± 5.5</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l) Max. slope 2 m radius around palm</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>sub</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>38.5 ± 27.8</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m) Fence distance</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.8 ± 4.7</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Further predictors related to tree-competition are the number of trees, their aggregated basal area and stem volume, all recorded within a radius of 5 m around the palm (Table 4 c-e; further radii reported in Table 10, Annex 4). Basal area and stem volume perform similarly well at medium to high significance levels for yield of the past 1.5 years ($R^2 = 0.19$; $p = 0.02$ and $R^2 = 0.18$; $p = 0.03$, for palms $>5$m fence distance, respectively). The number of trees is not as significant ($R^2 = 0.16$; $p = 0.10$) for the same period and sample.

### 3.3 Spillover and plot boundary effects

Spillover effects in the experimental setup describe yield differences between adjacent-to-plot palms and the plantation average caused by influences from the tree islands. Plot-boundary effects, on the other hand, mean that palms within the islands may behave differently in close distance to the fence caused by influences from outside the plots. Both effects, again, depend upon the mode of comparison, yield per palm or per area. Comparisons on palm level (Fig. 2 a2 and Fig. 5 b) do provide evidence for a positive spillover, while per-area differences (Fig. 2 b2 and Fig. 4 d) are rather undecisive. Boundary effects behave oppositely: they are non-identifiable on palm level (Fig. 2 a5 and as independent variable in the regressions, Table 4 m), but quite pronounced on a per-area scale (Fig. 2 b5).

Starting with spillover, yield levels of adjacent palms in the palm-level boxplot for yield of the past 1.5 years (Fig. 2 a2) are higher with closer distance to the plot (22.1%, 4.1% and 1.7% higher mean yield compared to the control, from plot-closest to furthest, respectively). None of these alleged spillovers are significant ($p = 0.20$, 0.68, 0.87, respectively). Supporting evidence is provided by the time series of the ‘climate’ chart (Fig. 5 b), which reveals substantial differences, especially between adj. pos. 1 and pos. 3 in the first two years of the series (the difference between pos. 2 and pos. 3 does not appear as pronounced in the graph).

Yet, findings from yield per area (Fig. 2 b2) indicate that the overperformance of pos. 1 disappears if the yield measure compensates for the reduced planting density, which seems to affect also the surroundings of the adjacent palms (mean relative overperformance of adj. pos. 1, 2 and 3 is reduced to 9.7%, 4.1% and 1.7%, respectively). Further evidence comes from the yield penalty time series (Fig. 4 d), which neither gives an obvious indication for higher yield in adj. pos. 1 and 2. Rather, both categories fluctuate around the yield level of pos. 3, sometimes below and sometimes above the reference. Jointly with all other shown categories, both adjacent positions 1 and 2 show initially increased yield (Jan.-Oct. 2014), directly after opening the canopy. The designated control introduced as late as Jan. 2017 levels evenly around adj. pos. 3, which further justifies its use as a reference variable.
To unravel possible diversity effects among spillover, yield penalty per area among adjacent palms on pos. 1 was additionally computed for different plot diversity levels. Monthly means from the past 1.5 years do not differ significantly across diversity levels (Kruskall-Wallis test: \( p = 0.38 \)). Yet, there is a tendency of higher mean values for higher diversity levels, expressed as relative difference from the control (-12.2%, -2.1%, 26.8%, 18.4%, 36.2% for 0, 1, 2, 3, 6 planted species, respectively). Still, none of the groups’ spillovers are significant (one-sample Mann-Whitney test: \( p = 0.36, 0.80, 0.21, 0.52, 0.27 \), respectively).

For boundary effects, the boxplot of yield on palm level (Fig. 2 a5) generally shows almost no difference between yield of palms in neither of the five investigated border-distance classes (0-2.5 m, 2.5-5 m, 5-7.5 m, 7.5-10 m, 10-20 m). Rather, all yields are slightly above, but close to the plantation average. This is different for yield per area (Fig. 2 b5), which shows higher median and mean yield penalties (mean values: -10.9%, -15.5%, -19.4%, -27.9% and -32.1%, from close to far) as well as increasing significance for palms at further fence distances (\( p = 0.21, 0.20, 0.10, 0.04, 0.02 \), from close to far). A Kruskall-Wallis test for significant differences among the group, however, is inconclusive (\( p = 0.30 \)).

In the regression analyses on palm level, the proximity of inside-plot palms to the plot fence as predictor of interest with plot size and diversity level as control (Table 4 m) showed no significant effect (\( n = 214; R^2 = 0.06; p = 0.53 \) for 1.5 years of yield). Yet, several of the other investigated yield predictors seem to be affected by distance. Table 4 shows that the smaller sample, restricted to inside-plot palms with distance >5 m to the fence, improves correlations for some predictors (e.g. crown projection area, crown radius and meristem height). Also, it contributes significantly to several of the independent variables as control variable in the multiple model. Generally, 51% of the palms are excluded by this definition, reducing the sample from 214 to 108 palms and excluding 11 of the original 31 plots. Despite the systematic exclusion of big plots, the descriptive statistics of both variables do not show severe differences.

### 3.4 Temporal yield development

The temporal analysis brings evidence of a steady yield decline in the treatment plots, which is stronger for higher diversity levels. This is brought forward by monthly grouped data, which was split into four subsequent years to make reliable statements about inter-group and inter-annual differences (Fig. 3) and further supported by time series of relative yield performance (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 shows the development of relative per-area yield (= negative yield penalty) over the past four years, expressed as the relative difference from the control (adj. pos. 3 used as control), for three diversity levels (0, 3 and 6 planted tree species). The mean relative yield performance of
these categories has decreased compared to the control throughout the whole period, which means that yield penalties of all depicted diversity levels have increased. In year four, mean of the relative yield is 60.2, 25.4 and 42.8 yield penalty percentage points lower for diversity levels 0, 3 and 6, respectively, compared to year one. Despite the mean differences, a Kruskall-Wallis test across all presented categories and years (p < 0.01) with subsequent Tukey HSD, however, attests inter-annual significance (not shown in Fig. 3) beyond 90% only for zero species (year one to four: p = 0.06) and six species (year one to four: p = 0.02).

Figure 3. Yield penalty per area across four years, for diversity levels zero, three and six. Shown is the relative yield difference from the ‘control’, where control is defined as the mean of adj. pos. 3 within each year. One observation relates to one month of yield averaged within each palm category. Negative values indicate yield penalties. Horizontal bar = median; ‘+’ = mean; dashed horizontal lines: above = year-one mean of zero-species plots, below = year-four mean of six-species plots; center = control mean. Bracketed ‘n’-values denote the number of months included in the annual boxes. ‘*’ below brackets = result of Tukey HSD post-hoc test across all palm categories and years, following a significant Kruskall-Wallis test-result (p < 0.01). Differences between the years are not marked. ‘**’ in the bottom row = results of one-sample Mann-Whitney tests. Significance levels are indicated by * (p < 0.1), ** (p < 0.05), *** (p < 0.01).

Noteworthy is that zero-species plots have, despite the unconventional treatment, performed above average in all years, until yield per area came close to neutral in year four (significantly higher than the control only in year one, as suggested by a significant result of a Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.04). On the other hand, plots with three or six species planted have constantly suffered a yield penalty per area (where especially the last year is significantly below plantation average (p = 0.02 and p < 0.01, respectively). The gap between three and six species seems to grow slightly...
(-0.4 percentage points in year one vs. 17.0 percentage points in year four), although the difference is not significant in neither of the years ($p = 0.16$ in year four). Intra-annual differences between diversity levels are only significant in year one and four, both times indicating that zero-species plots perform relatively better than both other categories.

![Figure 4. Time series of yield penalties per area for selected palm categories (2014-2018).](image)

Figure 4. Time series of yield penalties per area for selected palm categories (2014-2018). Shown are triannual means of the relative yield difference from the ‘control’ per palm category. Control is defined as the mean of adj. pos. 3 within each triannual period. Data gaps in the series imply a different number of included months per period, but the same number across palm categories within each period. Negative values indicate yield penalties. Dashed horizontal line = control mean. ‘plot mean, as usual’ in (c) equals the calculation method applied in (a), (b) and (d) and the rest of the presented analyses in the paper. ‘plot mean, alternative’ is an adapted opportunity cost method inspired by Gérard et al. (2017). Both plot means include all inside-plot palm categories as shown in (b), weighted by the number of palms per plot.

A further temporal analysis with higher temporal resolution of four months (Fig. 4 a-d) shows the development of yield penalty per area for selected oil palm groups between Jan. 2014 and June 2018. It is evident that all inside-plot palm categories (Fig. 4 a-c) have shown a general downward
trend since 2014. At the start of the survey, all inside-plot palms performed substantially better than the control, while all of them ended in 2018 with a similarly high deficit (= yield penalty).

The species plot (Fig. 4 a) gives no indication for a systematic difference in performance between plots of different species, except the plots with no planted trees stand out by their superior performance throughout most of the periods. The diversity graph (Fig. 4 b) further supports this over-performance. The highest peak occurs around July 2016, when zero-species yield is 98% higher than adj. pos. 3. The remaining diversity levels appear to be stacked with higher yield for higher diversity level across many seasons, especially between 2016 and 2017 and in 2018.

The different calculation methods (Fig. 4 c) depict the development of two different yield calculations of all inside-plot palms combined, ‘plot mean, as usual’ and ‘plot mean, alternative’, the first of which is applied consistently as the measure for yield penalty throughout this paper. The latter is offered as an alternative (inspired by Gérard et al., 2017), for comparison. The two graphs comprise all palms inside the plots, across all possible diversity levels. Independent of the method used, the graphs show that inside plot palms have outperformed the control in many periods at the beginning of the survey despite the general downward trend. Both methods are not systematically different. In the year between mid-2014 and mid-2015, the alternative predicts substantially higher over-yielding, whereas it relatively overestimates the yield penalty in the first half of 2017.

Also noteworthy is the cyclic pattern of peaks and vales, which repeats annually with one peak in each year, for all plots with diversity level bigger or equal to one and both adjacent positions. Plots with diversity level zero, on the other hand, exhibit a less regular pattern.

### 3.5 Meteorology-induced seasonal effects

The yield development since start of the experiment in 2014 holds a rather irregular pattern, which is only sporadically correlated with findings from the meteorological data series. This result is derived graphically from the composed yield and ‘climate’ figure (Fig. 5 a-c), which maps three meteorological variables (solar radiation, temperature 2 m above the ground and precipitation) on a joint time scale with all adjacent and inside-plot palm yield means.

The meteorological graphs (Fig. 5 a and c) suggest that all three variables are generally synchronized: radiation levels are substantially lower during the two dry periods (in July and around Feb.) and temperature and precipitation follow an inverse relationship, where precipitation peaks occur almost simultaneously with temperature lows. Precipitation exhibits a pronounced dry season with a minimum during July, and a second period of relatively low rainfall, although substantially less pronounced, from Jan. to Feb. The second half of 2015, coinciding with the global El Niño phenomenon, shows anomalies in all curves with a global low in precipitation, a lack of the typical
temperature minimum, and a global minimum in solar radiation (all around Aug. 2015). The rainy season after El Niño started one to two months later than usual but maintained a high level of precipitation along the whole season, so the usual dry period around Feb. almost skipped 2016.

![Figure 5. Time series of oil palm yield and selected meteorological variables (2014-2018).](image)

Graphed are (a) monthly sum of precipitation and mean of air temperature 2 m above ground; (b) oil palm yield per palm of different palm categories (‘adj. pos.’ = position index of adjacent-to-plot palms; ‘FFB’ = fresh fruit bunch; ‘plot mean’ refers to the weighted mean of all inside-plot palms; (c) monthly mean of ground-measured global radiation from daily means (11 am - 6 pm). All meteorological observations were derived from ten-minute measurements at Humusindo climate station; missing values were replaced with data from Bungku village climate station if available. Ten-minute observations were subsequently scaled to daily level (incomplete hours were dropped) and to monthly level. Meteorological data is available from July 2015 to May 2018 and yield data from Jan. 2014 to June 2018. A data gap in (a) and (b) between Aug. and Oct 2016 was filled with 2017 values from the same months. The yield series were smoothed by a rollmean algorithm; additional loess functions were applied to all series. Dashed lines mark the beginning of the year.

The yield variables on palm level (Fig. 5 b) are generally synchronized among each other, although a regular cyclic pattern across the years cannot be certainly identified, because the number of maxima, minima and their timings, as well as the relative heights of these features, differ
throughout the years. A single peak in 2014 (July) is followed by two peaks in 2015 (April and Dec.), a single peak in 2016 (Nov.), a very weak peak in 2017 (around Oct.) and a strong recent surge during the first half of 2018 (until July and possibly continuing). The general course of yield on palm level shows substantial differences between palm types in the first years. Inside-plot palms initially produce the highest yield, followed by adj. pos. 1. The lowest ranks take adj. pos. 2 and 3. Where no systematic difference can be observed. During the past two years, the differences among the palm categories have become rather meaningless – a finding, which is also in line with non-significant differences between inside-plot mean and adjacent palms in Fig. 2.

A temporal dependence between meteorological data and yield cannot be determined unambiguously from the graph and requires further input of the plant physiological processes. However, a rather regular time lag is suggested to lie between start of the double-peaked rainy season and the relative yield peaks, amounting to around 15 months for the yield-peaks in 2016 and 2017. Depending on the further rise after July 2018, it could be again 15 months, although all three peaks are very different in their amplitude. The periods between the severe El Niño drought in 2015 to the yield minima in 2016 and 2017 are around 12 and 23 months, respectively, where yield drops to roughly one third of the recorded maxima.

3.6 Effects of crown size and canopy cover

Crown projection-related variables are among the most successful yield predictors, associating a larger crown with higher yield, which is evident from the regression results on palm level (Table 4 f and g). Plot-level canopy effects, on the other hand, are less evident from regression findings (Table 3 e-h).

Among the different tested measures of crown projection area (various geometric approximations, drone and ground-based), the manually derived drone-based measure for elliptical crown projections (Table 4 f) shows the best correlation, which is most significant in the restricted sample at > 5 m fence distance ($R^2 = 0.29; p < 0.01$ for yield of the past 1.5 years and the drone data from 2016). According to this linear model, a crown area expansion by 1 m$^2$ is associated with a yield increase by 1.60 kg palm$^{-1}$ year$^{-1}$. The significance in the full sample ($n = 214$) is equally good, but the goodness of fit to the linear model is substantially worse ($R^2 = 0.10; p < 0.01$).

Noteworthy is that the crown radius (approximately equal to the maximum leaf length; Table 4 g) derived from the same drone data explains yield even better than crown area ($p < 0.01; R^2 = 0.30$) in the past 1.5 years. Both drone-based predictors perform better for the extended yield period, which comes close to the date when drone images were taken (Sep.-Oct. 2016). Tests of further crown projection areas or radii based upon ground-based crown measurements of 2017 (not in
the table) are significant with a slightly worse fit (best result: $R^2 = 0.27; p < 0.01$ and $0.26; p < 0.01$ for the past 1.5 years with radii and elliptic crown projection, respectively).

Canopy effects on plot level (Table 3 e-h) were also tested with a variety of variables, derived from ground-based measures (hemispherical images and crown projections) and drone-based measures (extracted for trees, palms and canopy openness via algorithm by Khokthong, unpublished, and for palms via manually defined crown projection areas). Of all attempts, the only significant correlation was derived from the manually derived drone-based area of non-palm-crown-cover (Table 3 e) with previous year’s yield data (which includes the period when drone images were taken) across all plots ($R^2 = 0.11; p = 0.04$; positive effect). This suggests higher yield for plots with lower oil palm fraction among the canopy. However, neither the area fraction covered by trees, nor the number of thinned palms per area, nor the gap fractions from ground-taken hemispherical images (Table 3 f-h) reveal significant correlations among any of the yield period means.

3.7 Effects of palm height, basal area, stem epiphyte cover and slope

Meristem height as yield predictor, recorded in 2017, is most significant in the full sample across all inside-plot palms (Table 4 h; $R^2 = 0.03$, $p = 0.03$ for the past year). The best linear fit, however, is found in the distance-restricted model ($R^2 = 0.17$; $p = 0.05$ for the past 1.5 years), where 1 m meristem height increment is found to increase annual FFB yield by 20 kg per palm. The descriptive data ($sd = 0.9; cv = 17\%$) indicates, despite a large range of 4.6 m, a fairly homogenous canopy structure across the plantation. Height regression data from Plot 29 (Table 9 in Annex 4) provides evidence that meristem height is a more promising predictor for palms on specific sites ($R^2 = 0.28$; $p = 0.02$).

Palm basal area, tested for a sub-sample of 25 inside-plot palms, shows no significant effect (best model: $R^2 = 0.00$; $p = 0.13$). Control palms, on the other hand (Table 8 in Annex 4), do exhibit a more significant effect of basal area ($n = 33; R^2 = 0.10; p = 0.08$; positive effect for the same period). A tested relationship between basal area and crown projection area, however, is not significant ($R^2 = 0.06; p = 0.17$ for control palms).

Epiphyte cover (Table 4 l), measured as percentage covering the meristem (mean = 39% across the sub-sample), shows a considerable variation ($cv = 0.72$), but is no useful yield predictor ($R^2 = 0.23; p = 0.93$ for the past 1.5 years).

Slope entered the regression analyses on plot and palm level as maximum slope across the entire plot (Table 3 i) and as maximum micro-slope across a diameter of 4 m through the palm stem (Table 4 k), respectively. Both measures showed no significant effect ($R^2 = 0.06; p = 0.20$ and
$R^2 = 0.03; p = 0.56$ for macro and micro slopes and yield of the past year, respectively). Control palms (Table 8 in Annex 4) neither give any hint for an effect of micro slope ($R^2 = 0.01; p = 0.62$ for the same period).

### 3.8 Effects of palm-to-palm competition

Potential yield determinants from the category palm-to-palm competition try to explain yield by the influence of neighboring palms, as compared to morphological predictors that merely base upon morphological features of the center palm itself. The regression results suggest, despite some significant findings, that competition indices are no better predictors than variables of palm morphology.

Several measures were developed to account for competition influence of neighboring palms, most of which fell below expectations. The absolute aggregated area of crown overlapping in one palm (Table 4 i) as the only predictor exceeding 95% significance explains yield of the past 1.5 years in the distance-restricted sample ($R^2 = 0.18; p = 0.02$). The linear model suggests a yield decline by 1 kg palm$^{-1}$ year$^{-1}$ per additional crown overlap of 1 m$^2$. Further crown overlap indices, based upon all combinations of variables, were generally poor in significance and fit. This includes a variety of measurements (ground- and drone-based from different years), calculation methods (elliptic or circular projection; including and excluding multiple overlaps; expressed as absolute or relative projection area), influence radii (radius of own crown projection vs. ten different radii between 1 m and 10 m), and fence distances (0 m and 5 m).

Especially the attempt to derive a more exact index by weighing overlaps by their relative elevation and dividing by the center palm’s crown area (Table 4 j) did not succeed (best result: $R^2 = 0.15; p = 0.17$ for the distance-restricted sample of the past 1.5 years). Further evidence for no systematic influences of crown overlap indices is provided by results from the control palm regressions, where crown overlap is neither a good predictor ($R^2 = 0.07; p = 0.16$ for relative crown overlap and yield mean of the past 1.5 years). The mere count of palm competitors within circles around a palm with varying radius (4 m-14 m; Table 10 in Annex 4) did not yield many significant results, none of which show better results than the absolute crown overlap. Noteworthy is that the highest significance is found for a radius of 14 m ($R^2 = 0.09; p < 0.01$) with a negative influence, yet the subsequent significance ranks are taken by smaller circles ($r = 4$ m and $r = 5$ m) and indicate a negative direction ($R^2 = 0.07; p = 0.04$ for both circles); all values reported for the unrestricted sample and the past 1.5 years.
4 Discussion

4.1 Effects of tree diversity and species

The results provide evidence for a yield penalty of tree diversity, indicated by a negative effect of the plot-level regressions with diversity level as predictor (Table 3) and a significant test result for the difference between yield in plots of high diversity and control palms (Fig. 2). Throughout other agroforestry studies, there is no general answer to the effects of tree diversity. In contrast to negative yield effects in agroforestry (e.g. Blaser et al., 2017), many systems also reportedly profit from tree diversity or show at least a neutral effect (Clough et al., 2011; Miccolis et al., 2014; Nesper et al., 2017).

Although differences in physiology make it difficult to compare oil palm agroforestry to agroforestry of other crops, I argue that the yield penalty should be interpreted as a net effect of both hampering and supportive aspects, where the negative effects on yield over-compensate the positives. Furthermore, I hypothesize that the supposedly strongest advantage of diversity, the resilience aspect, could not demonstrate its real strength because major ecological crises were absent in the region during the time of observation. Unfortunately, there are, to my knowledge, no comparable studies from other experiments systematically investigating the effect of trees within a conventional oil palm plantation. The presented findings can, hence, not be generalized and should be regarded as the effect of the presented design with a limited number of species and plots. Finally, yield is not the only aspect to the debate of land use systems beside many economic and ecological considerations (Shanmugam and Babu, 2017; Silvertown, 2015).

The negative aspects of tree diversity can be explained by the intermediate role of diversity. Many advantages of diversity seem to benefit the trees rather than palms, which raises the overall competitiveness and impacts of trees against palms. Indeed, there is evidence for tree overyielding in plots with high tree diversity (Zemp, unpublished; see 4.4 Temporal yield development). Obviously, the investigated oil palm plantation is strongly influenced by this tree-related competition. Competition between palms and trees is generally for water, nutrients and light (Gérard et al., 2017), where water plays a major role during dry seasons or droughts (Corley and Tinker, 2016; Oettli, Behera and Yamagata, 2018; see 4.5 Meteorology-induced seasonal effects) and is supposedly the most important cause of competition. Nutrients, on the other hand, are likely sufficiently abundant, at least in close distance to the conventionally treated palms (see 4.3 Spillover and plot boundary effects). Light competition is a more recent effect since individual trees have started to grow into the palm canopy (see 4.2 Effects of tree performance and tree-to-palm competition).
In contrast to the negative effects, which have a simple cause, the potential benefits are more versatile and require further explanation. In terms of overall ecosystem productivity, the diverse system is likely to be the most productive. Due to complementarity, selection and resilience, it may even exceed the productivity of a monoculture in terms of biomass: below ground complementarity may enhance resource partitioning or even resource facilitation (Ewel, Celis and Schreeg, 2015). Above ground complementarity may increase overall light interception because diverse systems occupy more space with their crowns and enhance intra- and inter-species structural variability (Pretzsch and Schütze, 2016). Also, inter-species competition leads to the selection of the best suited species for a given spot (Pretzsch, 2014). Finally, diverse systems are supposedly more resilient, show a reduced susceptibility to competitive invasive shrubs and stabilize ecosystem processes during extreme biotic and abiotic conditions (Hooper et al., 2005; Rembold et al., 2017; Tscharntke et al., 2011).

Although these advantages seem to show effect on the growth of trees, they obviously fail to improve palm yield or at least to overcompensate the disadvantages brought against palms by yield reducing aspects of diversity. Still, especially the resilience aspect is frequently cited as advantageous on the crops in diversified systems, particularly to reduce the risk of insect pests via supporting the development of animal predators (Dassou and Tixier, 2016). Indeed, trunk-borers and defoliating caterpillars are known to reduce oil palm yield by up to 80% and 90%, respectively (Dislich et al., 2017). Especially birds, bats, ants and spiders are likely to serve as control agents against these insects (Koh, 2008; Maas et al., 2016; Niu et al., 2015; Offenberg, 2015). These pests, however, have not occurred during the presented time series of the past 4.5 years. The last insect pest in the region, which substantially threatened oil palm succession and required insecticide treatment reportedly occurred in 2001 (Hasbiuan, pers. comm.; Annex 1). In general, defoliating insect pests have reportedly not posed a major threat to crops in the Jambi region till now (Denmead et al., 2017), which is why diversity failed to show its strongest benefits within the particular time frame.

Another realistic potential benefit of tree diversity for palms lies in pollination. The oil palm is a monoeccious plant and does not frequently self-pollinate. Wind pollination does not always suffice, which is why insect pollination is required to avoid laborious manual pollination by humans (Corley and Tinker, 2016). Insect pollination is mainly facilitated by a single weevil species and a support or introduction of further native pollinators is desirable for risk reduction (Foster et al., 2011) and could be hosted by the newly gained diversity. The dependence on pollinators (‘bees and butterflies’) was mentioned as especially important for the particular plantation by its manager (Hasbiuan, pers. comm.; Annex 1).
Given the proposed benefits of pollination and pest control, advantages of both monoculture and agroforest could be combined and the yield penalty could be avoided by maintained adjacent forest reserves or fragments close to conventional plantations. The effect of such remnants on yield, however, is still under debate. On the one hand some studies identified a spillover-effect of potentially pest-regulating animal species into an oil palm plantation from nearby forest fragments (e.g. Lucey et al., 2014; Gray et al., 2016). Yet, these animals do not necessarily improve oil palm yield, as shown by studies investigating benefits from ants, birds, and bats in the same study region (Denmead et al., 2017), of adjacent intact forests (F. A. Edwards et al., 2014) and of adjacent riparian forest fragments (Gray et al., 2016).

To avoid negative financial consequences of the yield penalty on business while maintaining agroforestry, the produce of the non-palm specimens could be harvested, marketed and their production combination could be economically optimized (Mercer et al., 2014; Schneider et al., 2017). Timber can also be a profitable source of agroforest revenues (de Sousa et al., 2016; Khasanah et al., 2015). Additional marketable products were also among the original selection criteria of tree species for the experiment (Teuscher et al., 2016). However, none of the individuals have yet reached economic maturity to allow for harvesting. Finally, oil palm yield is just one aspect when talking about the advantages of different land use systems. It is generally conceivable that positive external effects of the diverse system outweigh the negative effects on private revenues via monetization of societal benefits of ecosystem services. These could be internalized via governmental market intervention (Shanmugam and Babu, 2017). And after all, there are even non-business related and non-economic arguments to the debate (Silvertown, 2015).

**Yield per area in the plots with tree diversity level zero is not significantly different from the control (Fig. 2 b).** This finding is particularly remarkable given the distinct treatments as compared to the control plots, which are the initial thinning of palms and a suspension of weeding treatment and fertilizer application. However, the neutral result does not imply that no effects arise from the different treatments. More likely is that, in accordance with notes on the high diversity plots (stated above), the finding is again a net-effect composed of several potential positive and negative effects originating from different light regimes, diversity and density of ground cover plants, and competition and availability of nutrients and water.

Ground cover plants are presumably more developed inside the treatment plots, where palms were endowed with a diverse vegetative undergrowth around their stems (EFForTS-BEE undergrowth survey is pending), which is removed in the control plots. On the one hand, ground cover plants can be even more competitive for light and nutrients than trees, despite their lower height, and could imply palm yield declines, as has been found for other agroforestry systems. For example, a study of cocoa agroforestry found especially herbs to significantly reduce cocoa yield,
whereas trees showed a neutral effect (Clough et al., 2011). Although cocoa and oil palm agroforests are admittedly little comparable due to different demands. On the other hand, ground cover offers the advantage of improved soil features, fostering nutrient and water retention, mitigating erosion and offering further ecosystem functions (Nearing et al., 2005; Schipanski et al., 2014). Not least, the ability to host additional animal individuals and species could potentially affect the yield outcome by regulating pests and facilitating pollination (see above). For example, a study by Nájera and Simonetti (2010) found a three-fold higher bird richness in oil palm plots with undergrowth as compared to the weeded control. Generally, those undergrowth species are preferred that place low nutrition demands (to avoid strong competition as e.g. by Imperata cylindrica) and ideally fix nitrogen (Rosenstock et al., 2014; Woittiez et al., 2017).

The effect of fertilizer suspension could be a plausible factor contributing to the net effects. Whether these differences are substantial because of above and below ground exchange with the outside plot area remains unknown (see 4.3 Spillover and plot boundary effects). More research for this aspect of oil palm agroforestry is desirable.

The initial palm thinning, which reduced the planting density by around 40%, is most likely associated with a positive yield effect. Despite the obvious effect of less contributing individuals to a yield per area, the contrary effect of higher availability of nutrients, water and light per palm probably overcompensates the losses – a thought featured by the previous EFForTS-BEE yield study (Gérard et al., 2017). Indeed, this effect is confirmed by the difference of yield per palm and yield per area in Fig. 2: adj. pos. 1 and palms in plots with diversity level zero outperform the control on palm level. Yet, when yields are expressed per area, mean values of both categories almost resemble the plantation average.

The high yield level in a low planting density also raises the question whether the currently applied planting density of 120 palms ha\(^{-1}\) is optimal, a question previously raised by Gérard et al. (2017) who argued for a reduction of planting density based on the initial yield overshooting in the experiment between 2015 and 2016. The planting scheme across the plantation was set following a recommendation for the use of tenera seedling variety, by the state-owned oil palm company PTPN (Hasbian, pers. comm.; Annex 1). The number of plants per ha in this scheme is already 16% lower than proposed by the generally recommended FAO-scheme (FAO, 1977). The conducted thinning is in line with a density study proposing initially high planting densities followed by systematic thinning optimal temporal yield development (Nazeep et al., 2008). Reduced palm densities (and resulting low canopy cover) increases the importance of understory functions for preventing erosion and retaining nutrients (Nearing et al., 2005). A quantification of the optimal density in this experiment would among other aspects require better knowledge of the surrounding light conditions of the adjacent palms.
From an ecologist’s perspective, a system with comparable yield and higher diversity and resilience is pareto superior. Therefore, I propose the natural management of undercover vegetation, including herbs and shrubs as a viable mainstream alternative to planting trees, to overcome the trade-off between maintaining ecosystem services and the oil palm yield penalty. Trees still have advantages for ecosystem functioning, e.g. by their vertical structural diversity (Schulze et al., 2001), but the maintenance of a diversified natural understory is offered as a compromise that will eventually provide sufficient habitat for pollinating and pest-regulating animals and enhances soil quality. Attention should be given, however, to upcoming results from undergrowth diversity research (Sachsenmeier, unpublished), which compare understory plant diversity between treatment and control plots. More insights into the effect of palm thinning and fertilizer treatment in oil palm agroforestry would be equally desirable and further research is also necessary on the management cost of such systems, which is usually higher than for the conventional alternative (Blaser et al., 2017).

The yield effects on tree species level and species category are not significant (Fig. 2). Theoretically, palm yield performance could be determined on species level if the above noted advantage of complementarity was optimal for the unique combination of oil palm and tree species. Indeed, soil properties are known to respond to the introduction of particular species in agroforestry systems (Guillemot et al., 2018) and attempts have been made to optimize the selection of agroforestry tree species for particular systems (German et al., 2006). Special expectations in this experiment were held for the plots where N$_2$-fixing specimens from Fabaceae family (Parkia speciosa and or Archidendron pauciflorum) had been planted. A study across agroforestry systems in different climates estimated a mean nitrogen [N]-supply by leguminous trees in agroforestry systems of 246 kg [N] ha$^{-1}$ (Nygren et al., 2012) – providing 16 kg more than artificially applied to the conventional part of the plantation (Teuscher et al., 2016). Above all, tree-originated nitrogen is proposed to be more effective than artificial supply (Leakey, 2014).

About the reasons why the theoretical nitrogen effects are not reflected by yield findings can only be speculated. Previous studies showed that legume-based N$_2$ fixation in agroforestry varies greatly by species and soil nitrogen content (Rosenstock et al., 2014). Possibly, the soil is already swamped with nitrogen from the surrounding conventionally managed plantation, presumably because the high ground vegetation cover captures nitrogen-rich runoff water and indicating that nitrogen is not a limiting factor for oil palm yield. Alternatively, the nitrogen provision by trees is perhaps not yet provided in relevant quantities because of low tree age. Both hypotheses suggest further pedological research.

The area-based yield penalty is relatively robust towards different calculation methods, but the ‘alternative method’ (inspired by Gerard et al., 2015) relatively overestimates yield penalties
among high diversity levels. Although both methods were based on the new area expansion approach (counting the removed palms within a circle of \( r = 12 \) m), they differ by the value of yield per palm which is subtracted proportionally to the number of removed palms. The ‘alternative approach’ uses average yield from the conventional plantation, whereas the ‘usual approach’ uses average yield from within that particular plot. Therefore, the alternative approach declares relatively higher yield penalties whenever palm-level averages within plots are below the plantation average. These effects are not justified in the context of area expansion because they base on the false assumption that removed palms would produce plantation average yield.

Furthermore, the yield time series (Fig. 5 b) shows that even palms in the conventional plantation part (adj. pos. 3) contain substantial volatility. It is, therefore, questionable if a long-term plantation average should be used to subtract opportunity costs to account for removed palms (as proposed by Gérard et al., 2017, and taken on in this paper). On the other hand, using current (monthly) plantation averages widens the general dispersion and increases the propensity to create negative yield values.

In their original approach, Gérard et al. (2017) calculate net plot-effect by adding spillover changes to inside-plot changes and subtracting the above mentioned plantation average yields for removed palms. Since the resulting plot effects verifiably depend on plot size, the method could be labeled ‘per-island approach’. The general advantage of the ‘usual approach’ piloted in this paper is that palm categories (inside-plot palms vs. adjacent positions) can be evaluated separately and per area which facilitates an expansion to larger islands or a total conversion of plantation to agroforestry (see 4.3 Spillover and plot boundary effects).

4.2 Effects of tree performance and tree-to-palm competition

Tree growth performance showed the highest effect on yield via competing crown projection areas. Aggregated tree basal area and stem volume showed substantially less effect; the number of trees had little impact on yield. All investigated measures are above-ground indices for the trees’ competitiveness and materialize the above noted competition for water, light and nutrients. Below-ground competition is indirectly included in these models because crown projection area could as well be a proxy for a tree’s influence zone (Bella, 1971), which potentially considers above and below ground competition. Unfortunately, this bond also aggravates a quantification of the light effect. Further research on the direct below-ground competition via roots could improve the understanding of palm-to-tree competition. Previous agroforestry research presents evidence that tree interplanting not only alters the canopy structure, but has the potential to reshape below ground root occurrence of the crop species (Rajab et al., 2018). Tree dominance as a yield determining factor is likely to become even more important in the future with intensifying tree
dominance, especially because trees within agroforestry are known to grow faster due to surrounding fertilization (Khasanah et al., 2015).

The negative effect of crown overlap shows that light competition by trees has started. This, however, is relativized by the low explaining capacity of the weighed crown overlap (Table 4 b): crown density and interference class do not improve the model and suggest that the light aspect is not yet decisive for competition. Further evidence for this hypothesis is provided by the identified non-relationship of yield and tree share among the canopy (Table 3 f). While tree canopy share appeared to be important in selected plots with strong tree growth, it was no overall predictor of palm yield in 2016, when the used drone images were taken. Further aspects of the link between tree performance and yield are discussed in Section 4.4 Temporal yield development.

The non-contribution of the number of trees contradicts other studies (e.g. Teuscher et al., 2015) who found a relationship between the number of trees per ha and yield, yet not by a linear regression. Improving the functional form could potentially be advantageous. In general, tree differentiation in height, crown and root extension in the field is likely to have proceeded during the last years, causing heterogeneity in the impacts of trees on palms. Thus, the mere counting of trees may not be an appropriate measure at the time of analysis.

4.3 Spillover and plot boundary effects

There is no (substantial) spillover effect of yield per area, but mean spillover in adj. pos. 1 increases with diversity level in the adjacent plots. The previous project results by Gérard et al. (2017) suggested to have found significantly positive spillover-effect on adjacent pos. 1 palms. Indeed, adj. pos. 1 showed increased mean yield (not significant) also in this study. Yet, the finding can be re-evaluated with the applied measure of yield penalty per area, where the mean overperformance becomes even smaller, far from being significantly different from the control.

The per-area approach gives more meaning to the spillover, because remaining effects are less likely the effect of reduced planting density. Although not significant, the relatively high yield among palms adjacent to plots of high diversity provides first (weak) evidence of a ‘true’ spillover caused by adjacent tree diversity. A hypothetical explanation is provided by the above-mentioned advantages of diversity, in this case pollination and pest-control provide likely explanators.

Palms show higher yield penalties per area at high distances to the fence and significant negative effects in several regression models on palm level. Some models show better correlations when close-to-fence-palms are excluded. A potentially influential cause of boundary effects regards the suspension of fertilizer inside the plots. Whether the non-fertilizing effect is really that important remains, however, debatable. The conventionally managed palms receive, among other
treatments, chicken manure, which is dispensed as bags placed next to the palm stems whose contents slowly dissolve and enter the ground (Hasbiuan, pers. comm.; Annex 1). During heavy rain events, nutrients could easily enter the plot via surface runoff or via below-ground leaching. The relatively high ground cover share within the plots reduces surface runoff, especially in plots surrounded by steep slopes, and the improved water infiltration may help to capture water and nutrients from the entering surface streams (Corley and Tinker, 2016; Mathews et al., 2007). Also, palm-roots, especially of palms near the plot boundary, may extend to the outer area by their far-reaching horizontal root system, as far as 25 m from the stem (Corley and Tinker, 2016; Jourdan et al., 2000). Thus, palms within plots of all sizes could technically use their roots to consume nutrients from the outside and fertilizing of oil palms within plantations increases yield regardless of the planting density (Nazeep et al., 2008).

A further influence regards the absence of shrubs and trees outside the fence, which is why border palms face ‘hybrid’ competition influences: the plot-facing side faces considerable above and below ground competition from non-weeded vegetation; while from the other side only palms are competitors. It appears logical that the observed yield predictors work best for palms with ‘pure’ treatment. The reason for different results on palm- vs. area-level (Fig. 2 a5 and b5) is that palms in the plot center have relatively more removed palms within their neighborhood, which mathematically reduces their yield by the used area-expansion approach. Given the indifference on palm level, it is reasonable to assume that yield penalties plateau after a certain distance and do not further decrease towards centers of even bigger tree islands.

Both analyzed effects from the tree island back to the plantation (spillover) and vice versa (boundary) are important aspects to the debate of the optimal island size in the context of yield penalty per area. The number of adjacent palms changes with island size (Gérard et al., 2017), yet spillover effects of yield per area across tree diversity levels are almost neutral so that calculations do not need to distinguish between conventional plantation and island-adjacent palms, regardless of the island size. Following this perspective, yield penalty would increase linearly with island size. A question about frequency and size of islands could, therefore, be decided upon ecological and/or arguments from business to the debate.

Yet aggravating this conception, yield penalties seem to increase to the center of big islands (not significantly) and plateau around 7.5 m distance to the boundary. This information can be used to derive yield penalty in quadratic islands as a function of island size. The marginal yield penalty increases after size 7.5 m², when the first palms exceed 7.5 m boundary distance. If FFB yield maximization in an agroforest was the only concern, this would advocate many small islands below 7.5 m edge length. Yet, island sizes come with different ecological benefits and (presumably) with
different management costs. A weighing of these aspects to optimize island size requires transparency over the preferences within a particular system.

4.4 Temporal yield development

Yield penalty increases with growing tree age and more drastically in plots with high tree diversity (Fig. 3). In the current tree development stage, none of the trees have reached maturity; they are all still growing and accumulating biomass. Therefore, reduced yield and increased yield penalty can be directly attributed to enhanced competition between trees and palms. Yield reduction in high diversity plots is strongest because trees are especially prospering in these plots. Indeed, project findings suggest overyielding of trees in high-diversity plots (Zemp, unpublished). Also, explorative analyses with the tree performance measures used in this paper show that both mean basal area and standing volume are highest with diversity level 6, followed by 1, 3 and 2 while the ranking of surviving individuals follows the order of diversity level 1, 3, 6 and 2, respectively – suggesting that natural thinning by tree competition is in full motion. Exceptional tree productivity in the high diversity plots can be explained by a number of ecological advantages of mixed species systems over monocultures (discussed in Section 4.1 Effects of tree diversity and species).

All inside palms and adjacent palms on pos. 1 and 2 initially outperform the control. The initial relative over-performance was already identified by Gérard et al. (2017) who analyzed data from April 2015 to March 2016. Fig. 4 c shows that the last period when inside-plot palm yield per area outperformed the control occurred between 2015 and 2016, exactly falling into their observed period and further supporting their findings. Also, the ever since occurring downward trend had already been forecasted as a hypothesis in their paper. Reason for the initial surge is most likely the opening of the canopy, which increased nutrient, water and light availability per palm (Gérard et al., 2017).

4.5 Meteorology-induced seasonal effects

Radiation, temperature and precipitation show an irregular pattern between July 2015 and beginning of 2016. The presented ‘climate’ and yield time series are dominated by the El Niño extreme weather event in 2015 with severe effects on climate conditions across Indonesia. The event caused a pronounced dry season starting in mid-June, followed by one of the most severe wild fires in past decades between July and October (Field et al., 2016). The fires burnt a total area of 123,000 ha land Jambi province alone (Tacconi, 2016). As a result, the atmosphere was covered in haze, until the plumes were transported transnationally (Mead et al., 2018). The presence of haze is likely to have caused the minimum in solar radiation around Aug. and Oct. 2015 (Fig. 5 a) because emitted radiation is reflected or absorbed by the haze particles rather than being trans-
mitted through the atmosphere and reaching the ground (Liu et al., 2014). The subsequent rise in radiation levels coincides with the disappearance of the fires and haze. The more or less systematic co-appearance of solar radiation and rainfall throughout the series can be explained by radiation-absorbing atmospheric aerosols (Ramanathan et al., 2001), which are removed from the atmosphere by washout and rainout effects, related to clouds or precipitation, respectively (Budiwati et al., 2016).

The yield time series shows an irregular pattern and, if any, a rather complex response to meteorological variables (Fig. 5). On the one hand, the irregular pattern is at least in part attributable to the effect of smoothing, giving relatively more priority to the extreme amplitudes of the 2015 El Niño effects. It shall be mentioned again that the time series could still be influenced by the data gaps and manipulated yield records after these gaps. Yet, the visible peaks proved quite robust towards different treatments of loess and post-gap manipulation. Indeed, oil palm yield is subject to a complex response to climate by several internal and external processes, which has been shown in several previous studies (Corley and Tinker, 2016). Existing theories from literature can be applied to the presented time series and patterns can be attributed to preceding climate events, attributing the yield minima of 2016 and 2017 to the El Niño drought of 2015, caused by inflorescence abortion and sex ratio, respectively (as explained below). To provide a quantification in terms of a ‘yield penalty of El Niño’ is not possible because of uncertainty in both yield and meteorological measurements and, above all, a general lack of understanding of the cycles of influenced physiological processes.

In scientific literature, it is agreed upon that weather and climate substantially affects oil palm yield – although effects are difficult to trace because various plant components and physiological stages in the development of fruits are concerned and because the possible effects require several months to years to materialize (Corley and Tinker, 2016; Henson, 1998; Oettli et al., 2018). Especially the early stages of fruit production are affected, causing delays in the yield response of up to 35 months, which corresponds to the period between inflorescence initiation and fruit ripening. Given this complexity, research has ever since struggled with identifying the time lag and determining the corresponding direction of the effect (both positive and negative effects are possible). This is further aggravated by general annual yield cycles that exist even without substantial climatic variability, as well as by interdependent factors causing feedback oscillations (Corley and Tinker, 2016). The underlying physiological processes of fruit determination have been investigated by several studies, which are only sporadically accessible. The following findings are based upon the extensive review by Corley and Tinker (2016) if not stated otherwise.

Mathematically, oil palm FFB yield can be raised by increasing the bunch weight or the number of bunches per palm, where bunch number is generally more variable and is more likely to explain
climate-induced annual cycles. On plant physiological level, bunch weight is determined by the number of flowers per spikelet, the share of fruit set, the weight per fruit and the non-fruit components of the bunch. Bunch number is determined by sex ratio, inflorescence initiation rate, abortion rate and bunch failure rate.

Related to weather and climate, the most promising direct determinants are, according to the review, abortion rate of inflorescences, sex ratio, and initiation rate of inflorescences (all three unfavorably influenced by water stress and extreme radiation), see also Woittiez et al. (2017). They correspond to time lags of around 10, 25 and 35 months until the time of harvest, respectively (subject to broad variability). Albeit, times vary substantially between phenotypes, climatic zones and sites. An indirect and external determinant is pollination (influencing the fruit set and influenced by all climatic developments via creating enabling conditions for pollinators). Finally, an indirect internal determinant is the general fruiting activity (influencing all physiological processes and itself influenced by various physiological effects of different climate events). Against all expectations, yield is not optimal if all processes are optimized individually. While a more pronounced fruit set is known to increase fruit weight almost linearly, bunch number and bunch weight are most likely negatively correlated. Temperature plays a less important role on yield. Only extremes beyond the optimal temperature of less than 40°C seem to have an effect, when leaf stomata are closed to limit evaporation in times of water stress. For example, Hong and Corley (1976) found a 50% reduced photosynthesis rate at 40°C as compared to the optimal temperature.

Applying the understanding of the physiological effects onto the (irregular) yield pattern can retrace the implications of El Niño on the palms. The identified intervals of 12 and 23 months between the El Niño drought and the yield minima in 2016 and 2017, respectively, roughly correspond to the above noted lags for the rate of inflorescence abortion (10 months) and determination of sex ratio (25 months). These results are generally in line with experience by the plantation manager who stated that drought effects generally materialize in the following year after the event (Hasbiuan, pers. comm.; Annex 1). By end of this year, 35 months after the 2015 drought, it will be possible to see if yield was additionally altered via decreased inflorescence initiation rate.

4.6 Effects of crown size and canopy cover

Both crown projection area and radius show significant yield effects (Table 4 f and g). While crown projection measurement has become a common method in forestry to determine a tree’s competitiveness (Bella, 1971; Grote, 2003; Pretzsch, 2009), to predict the diameter at breast height (DBH; Verma et al., 2014), or to determine tree space requirements (Pretzsch et al., 2015), it has, to the best of my knowledge, rarely been applied to palms. Apparently, only few studies
have used this measure for establishing drone-based age models (Chemura et al., 2015), and for airborne identification of single palms (Shafri et al., 2011). No study could be found that links oil palm crown projection area to yield. The rationale behind using 2D projections of palm crowns could be either an above-ground proxy for leaf area – which itself is an accepted yield determinant via the potential of accumulating sugars via photosynthesis (Corley et al., 1971; Hardon et al., 1969) – or it could be a hypothetical below-ground proxy for the influence zone as used in competition indices (e.g. Bella, 1971) linked to the root system and the access to nutrients and water.

As was shown by Chemura, van Duren and van Leeuwen (2015), palm crown projection area increases linearly with age, until palms reach their final crown area. Generally, it is unclear whether palms further expand their crowns after reaching the alleged crown maximum in year ten (Corley and Tinker, 2016; Hardon et al., 1969). If that was the case, crown area would only serve as a proxy for age, which has advantages when estimating palm age from above, but is not superior to ground-based height measurements. With 11-17 years estimated palm age across the plantation, the differences between crown areas could still be attributed to age differences. However, crown extension is known to be influenced also by site conditions and especially linked to planting density (Gerritsma and Soebagyo, 1999). Another counter-indication is provided by an adapted multiple regression controlling for meristem height, which shows that palm age further contributes to explaining the variation (a model with yield means from Jan. 2017 to July 2018 as dependent variable, ground-based elliptical crown area measured in 2017 as predictor and meristem height measured in 2017 as control is significant in both predictors and the overall model; p < 0.01).

Noteworthy is that the area is no better predictor than the radius. This fact may be explained by the palms’ distinctive crown morphology and a resulting general inaccurate estimation of circular palm crown projection areas. As compared to trees, the palm’s fronds extend radially from the meristem to the outside. This implies that the center part of the crown, where fronds are more likely to overlap, is more densely covered. The outer part, however, (as can be seen in Fig. 1a) shows an increased distance between the fronds and exposes gaps between the leaves. Crown projection areas that base on the maximum frond extension (as I have done in this analysis) always overestimate the effective crown area by these gaps and introduce bias. Larger crown areas have presumably larger gaps, but to which proportion remains unknown. The inaccurate circular shape is therefore no better proxy than the mean length of the outer fronds, which corresponds to the radius of the circular projection area. In fact, crown radius has already been used as explaining variable in photosynthesis-related research. For example, it serves as proxy for rachis length and thereby shows a close relationship to light interception (Germer, Jörn; Sauerborn, 2004).
A related methodological problem is the definition of the crown perimeter. For a given frond length, the largest 2D projection is obtained if the fronds extend parallel to the ground, building a 90° angle between outer frond and stem. Field observations have shown that fronds in this angle have already lost their strengths and are most likely over-mature or already dry, presumably not contributing to photosynthesis and introducing further bias to the estimation. To reduce bias in the measurements, I propose to use normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) compatible imagery and develop algorithms to extract non-circular shaped areas of the fresh fronds.

**There is a weak but significant positive relationship between the area of non-palm crown cover and yield on plot-level (Table 3 e).** This finding suggests that yield per palm is potentially higher with larger spaces surrounding the palms. It is a further support for the hypothesis of non-optimal plant spacing (see Section 4.1 Effects of tree diversity and species). However, because of the unknown plot-level nutrient demand and availability, as well as rooting structure specific to the EFForTS-BEE experiment, it cannot be clarified whether this effect is caused by reduced competition for light, nutrients or water. The fact that only the previous year’s yield can be explained by the date of measurements in 2016 shows that palm crown canopy across the plots is not a constant.

The non-significant regression results of several canopy related variables, such as the algorithm-determined palm canopy and tree canopy fractions as well as the number of thinned palms per area, cast doubt on the identified effect. After all, this category of plot-level predicting variables may be too imprecise to make accurate predictions because the space fillings outside the fence are not considered and may influence the growth of adjacent inside palms and particularly distort the values of small plots.

**Gap fraction does not explain palm yield.** In contrast to the non-palm crown cover (above), gap fraction describes the percentage of sky visible through the canopy from the ground (Glatthorn and Beckschäfer, 2014). The non-relationship is best explained by the character of the variable: it includes both trees and palms and does not distinguish between the shares of tree canopy (negative yield effect) and palm canopy (positive yield effect). In contrast, initial results by EFForTS-BEE did show a significant relationship between gap fraction and yield (Gérard et al., 2017). Although based on the same gap fraction methodology, the results are little comparable due to the meanwhile undergrowth and tree development – amongst others evident by the higher gap fraction values in the former survey (27% ± 15% vs. 12% ± 9% mean ± se% in 2014 and 2018, respectively).

Despite the difficult attributability, there are some occurrences commonly associated with gap fractions, such as precipitation and wildlife, both of which could potentially influence yield, although – admittedly – only indirectly. Free fall of rain through the canopy limits the amount of
water intercept by the canopy and may increase soil moisture below the canopy — a small effect which loses importance with high rainfall intensities (Hasselquist et al., 2018). Similarly, throughfall may enhance erosion (Nearing et al., 2005). Also, wildlife is reportedly linked to gap fraction (Yue et al., 2015). It is conceivable that certain pollinating insects profit from open light regimes. Notwithstanding, also defoliating insects are reportedly more abundant under open canopies and could cause an opposite effect (Basset et al., 2001). The complexity of several opposing indirect effects suggests that gap fraction in oil palm agroforestry is generally no suitable yield predictor.

4.7 Effects of palm height, basal area, stem epiphyte cover and slope

The relationship between yield and palm height is weak, but significant. In accordance with findings from literature, there is no simultaneous increase of yield and height throughout a palm’s growth period (Corley and Tinker, 2016). Therefore, it is plausible that the linear fit was the cause of poor regression results. More evidently, palm height is determined by age in a linear relationship (Henson and Dolmat, 2003) and age itself is a viable yield predictor – a strategy used in previous project results, where height showed a strong yield effect at $p < 0.01$ and $R^2 = 0.84$ in a multiple regression model (Gérard et al., 2017).

Literature findings suggest, depending on agroclimatic zones, an almost linear oil palm yield increase during the first ~8-14 years with a decline starting after year ~16-22 and a plateauing of up to ~8 years (Corley and Tinker, 2016; Mahamooth et al., 2011). The plantation manager mentioned an earlier productivity peak (year 8) with a narrower corridor (years 5 - 12) for the present site and tenera variety conditions (Hasbiuan, pers. comm.; Annex 1). The functional form of linear regressions is henceforth not suitable for older palms. The weak functional fit of the meristem height regression in this paper ($R^2 = 0.04$) and the given age structure of 11-17 years across the plantation give an indication that some palms have not reached maturity of productivity.

A second reason for the poor regression fit could derive from the reportedly low variation in palm age and height, coupled with relatively high measurement errors from the measurement via Vertex hypsometer. A study on measurement accuracy found a relative standard deviation of the random component of the error as high as 30% of the true height for this method (Larjavaara and Muller-Landau, 2013). This error is much bigger than the meristem deviation itself (meristem height $cv = 17\%$). I observe that the EFForTS-BEE meristem survey could be made more accurate by alternative measurement devices or via several repeated measurements to mitigate the random error.

Epiphyte cover along the meristem does not significantly affect oil palm yield. This finding is completely in line with an existing study, which equally reported no effect of epiphyte removal on
oil palm yield (Prescott et al., 2015). However, there are good arguments why epiphytes could benefit oil palm yield. The manager of plantation Humusindo speculated about epiphyte cover as a potential refuge for ants serving as pest control against defoliating caterpillars (Hasbiuan, pers. comm.; Annex 1). This effect could not be confirmed by the authors who found no significant difference of ant quantity between plots with intact and removed epiphytes. Also, as discussed in previous sections, the plantation has not yet experienced a severe pest to promote the advantages of pest control.

**Palm basal area shows no effect on palm yield.** Generally, little research has been conducted on the effect of oil palm stems on yield. While palm basal area, measured above the basal bulge, is known to be more or less constant throughout the adult palm life, it can adapt to different environments in the early years (Corley and Tinker, 2016). For example, diameters are reportedly smaller with higher planting densities (Henson, 2006). It is possible that trunk features show intermediate yield effects if trunk characteristics are correlated with other oil palm features. This influence could go both ways: While big stems may be necessary to support extensive crowns or to store nutrients (Henson, 2006), they could also hinder crown or fruit development if nutrients are used to a great extent for stem construction. Since trunk volumes are rather unaffected by planting densities (Henson, 2006), individuals with thinner diameter may show stronger growth in height and secure better light access. Findings from control palms suggest, however, that palm basal area and crown size are not significantly related so that the hypothesis of basal area influencing yield cannot be confirmed for this experiment. This marks a substantial difference to trees, where stem and crown projections are tightly linked (Grote, 2003; Shimano, 1997; Verma et al., 2014).

**The slopes around palms and across plots show no effect on palm yield.** The non-contribution of maximum slope measured across the plots in the experiment was already described by Gérard et al. (2017) and can now be confirmed for the extended time frame. Micro slope measured across a 2 m radius around the palm, on the other hand, was introduced as a new and promising variable for the sub sample of inside-plot palms and control palms. Generally, slope in oil palm plantations is seen as potentially yield reducing especially for steep slopes because of lower sun exposure (depending on aspect, they receive either morning or evening sun), overlapping fronds, erosion of nutrients, land slips leading to thinner soil, limited root extension and anchorage (Paramananthan, 2013). On bare soils, all these effects reportedly reduce yield by 10-30% on slopes of 2-7° and can almost be neutralized by proper soil conservation (Woittiez et al., 2017). Consequently, the reason why no slope effects can be observed is likely due to the vegetation cover, which is abundant inside the plots and also covers the major share of the conventional part of the plantation, except circular weeding areas roughly 2 m around the palm stems.
4.8 Effects of palm-to-palm competition

Prediction performance of palm-to-palm competition indices was found to be generally poor. A literature search shows no scientific reports about competition-based yield prediction of oil palms or palms in general, on individual plant level. Although some palm-level simulators have been developed, they focus rather on physiological properties of the palm of interest, excluding the effects of neighboring competitors (e.g. Van Kraalingen, Breure and Spitters, 1989).

However, competition indices are a successful and common tool in the prediction of tree growth (Biging and Dobbertin, 1995; Larocque and Alfaro, 2016; Pretzsch, 2009). In this thesis, I tried to adapt concepts of common tree indices and adjust them to predict oil palm yield by morphological features of neighboring palms. The poor significance levels and fits yielded by the analysis suggest that the used attempt was largely unsuccessful, supposedly because the goals and circumstances of both approaches are structurally different: tree competition indices are used to predict a tree’s performance in terms of plant growth, while palm competition analysis would try to estimate fruit yield. Even for trees, the prediction of fruit yield is a complex puzzle because the optimization of biomass does not necessarily lead to more fruit (Costes et al., 2006). Also, tree competition frequently bases upon diameter at breast height or basal area as proxy for a tree’s dominance – a measure not applicable to palms due to the absence of secondary thickening (Corley and Tinker, 2016). A further exacerbating factor is that palm morphological features show little variability across the largely even-aged monocultural plantation (Table 4), whereas tree-based competition indices are often applied to uneven-aged or mixed stands (Pretzsch, 2014, 2009) where a higher structural diversity supports the process of identifying correlations.

Tree-related 2D competition indices essentially rely upon a combination of DBH or basal area of trees within a certain range and sometimes the distance of the trees, for example entering as the inverse in the model (e.g. the frequently cited distance-weighted DBH ratio by Hegyi, 1974; further indices e.g. reviewed by Biging and Dobbertin, 1995). The influences of different competitors are most often simply added up, or in some cases this sum is related to features of the tree of interest.

The approach of weighed crown projection overlaps applied in the analysis of this paper was considered most promising for the application on palms given the availability of crown projection data. The approach was adapted from Bella (1971), who introduced the frequently cited concept of circular influence zones, which are either determined by above-ground (crown projection overlap) or below-ground (root system) space requirements. The additional factor of DBH ratio to Bella’s formula was tried to be overcome by a meristem ratio or elevation ratio, both equally un-
successful. This, again, could be the result of inaccurate height measurements, where the measurement error exceeds height variability.

Because of the generally poor responses to the basic models, more advanced models were not tested and exponential factors such as those proposed by Bella (1971) were not developed. However, given the large varieties of approaches tested in this paper and the homogeneity of morphological features across palms in even-aged plantations, it is doubtful if any competition index could be developed to satisfyingly explain yield on palm level. More success is likely achieved in the field of tree-to-palm competition (see 4.2 Effects of tree performance and tree-to-palm competition) where existing concepts could be applied more easily. Another attempt could be made with more sophisticated 3D models as proposed for trees (Pretzsch, 2009). Also better knowledge about root extension could be helpful to improve the modeling of below-ground competition entering in the influence zone approach (Bella, 1971).

4.9 Limitations and way forward

Some of the limitations of this study were mentioned in the methods and discussion chapters, the most important of which are summarized below. Building on those, I propose improvements of existing surveys and proposals for future research in the subsequent sections.

4.9.1 Limitations of the analysis and used data.

The primary limitation of the analyses is caused by gaps in the yield survey. As discussed above, the months directly after suspended harvest show increased yield because some bunches are accumulated for later harvest. Although all ‘post-gap’ yield values were systematically reduced, it remains uncertain how these manipulations effect the result. Especially the time series are prone to temporal inter-monthly yield differences. The ambiguous effect of weather and climate could in part be caused by fluctuations from these effects. Generally, it was assumed that gaps do not affect the relative yield level between palm categories (e.g. inside-plot vs. adjacent) because both categories are theoretically affected equally. However, it is possible that outside-plot palms are more likely to be harvested (illegally) during EFForTS-BEE harvest suspension. This goes along with Fig. 6 b in Annex 3, where inside-plot yield shows on average substantially higher peaks after harvest suspension than adjacent palms.

A further limitation is the result of the sampling design. Due to random positioning of the plots and palm thinning, only 31 of the total 52 plots contain palms and could be used in the yield analyses. Despite several palms within these plots, plot categories build on a very limited number of randomly selected positions. For example, there are 3, 13, 8, 5 and 2 plots for diversity levels 0, 1, 2, 3 and 6, respectively.
As mentioned earlier, all used measurements face, partly considerable, measurement errors. Even if the expected measurement value is not different from the true population mean (unbiasedness), high measurement errors cause problems for the regression analyses on palm level. This is especially severe if the population is relatively homogenous (e.g. meristem height across the even-aged oil palm plantation) and the corresponding measurement errors relatively high. Thus, some of the regressions likely would have shown better fits and significance levels under better measurements. Generally affected are all measures that use palm position data because drone-derived coordinates could be subject to geographic distortion even after concise georeferencing.

4.9.2 Proposal for improvements of existing surveys in the experiment

Given the several implications of data gaps in the yield survey, the most important recommendation is to grant a strict continuity of the monthly yield survey. The improved data quality will allow to analyze less obvious effects, such as different yield behavior of palm categories in response to drought: do diverse plots show an increased resilience towards negative effects of drought? I also recommend breaking the yield survey down to bunch level so that the development of bunch weight and bunch number can be compared and assessed individually. This will allow for more specific conclusions on past meteorological influences because both components are affected by different conditions.

As described above, ground-based palm meristem height values contain a considerable measurement error if they are done with the Vertex hypsometer. The use is aggravated by substantial sound interference of surrounding insects which hinder the measurements in strongly affected positions and generally cast doubt on some values. I therefore propose to switch the meristem height surveys to direct height measurement via telescope poles. The measurement of ground-based total height is not very helpful because total height depends on the angle and length of the recent emerging frond. Also, the dense plantation canopy does not always allow for a clear view on the upper fronds of one palm. Yet, these challenges can be overcome if palm height is extracted from a valid canopy height model (CHM), which is currently available for only few of the plots. An accurate digital surface model (DSM), which is a by-product of the CHM, could be used for a more systematic assessment of micro-slope (roughly \( r = 2 \) m around the palm).

Ground-based crown projection measurements, if continued, should put emphasis on a clear definition of the methodology and proper training of the assistance. Data exploration has shown that these measurements are considerably affected by small inattentiveness. In general, crown projection measurements seem more promising if they are extracted from co-registered drone images. Drone images could be taken periodically (e.g. annually) so that inter-annual differences give insight into detailed crown changes in response to crown-competing trees. Yet, the above-
mentioned aspect of unsuitability of the circular shape to approximate leaf coverage casts doubt on the general measure. A drone-based survey of NDVI-compatible imagery could improve the automated extraction of non-circular and photosynthetically relevant crown shapes.

4.9.3 Proposal for further studies in the experiment

The identified trend of decreasing yield in diversified plots is likely to continue in the future. But especially the pest control and resilience aspects had not opportunity to prove their potential benefit. This suggests, on the one hand, to reconduct selected (time series) analyses from this paper in the future. When yield series are more coherent and reliable, I propose to conduct more sophisticated time series analyses, especially cross-correlations of yield and tree performance series and yield and meteorological data series.

As mentioned throughout the discussion, yield penalties are likely a net-effect of several positive and negative influences. Given the numerous aspects included in the experiment, it is becoming increasingly difficult to disentangle single effects. Especially the aspect of fertilization could potentially be a negative effect. Hence, I propose a systematic investigation of soil nutrient composition inside the plots along a gradient of distance to the fence. The series should distinguish between plots with presence and absence of trees from Fabaceae family to get a better understanding of tree nitrogen fixation.

Finally, attention should be paid to the business-relevance of the findings from the experiment: the profitability of the proposed agroforestry. Beyond the mere assessment of fruit bunch yield, profitability assessments require transparency of all associated costs and benefits. Especially the costs are likely to increase with agroforestry due to thinning, tree-planting and perhaps increased harvesting. But also benefits could increase by the harvest of side-products or if palm oil from agroforestry can be marketed at higher prices. Therefore, I propose a systematic financial analysis of the system as further research, including time series of the workers and the management personnel.
4.10 Synthesis

The study investigated several palm and tree related yield influences on a spatial and temporal level. The following aspects highlight the most important findings.

(1) There is a net yield penalty per area of tree diversity affecting yield in oil palm agroforestry, which is positively correlated with the species richness of planted trees. The negative effect is directly linked to the presence and performance of trees, which are more dominant in plots with higher diversity. The competitive character of trees is accounted for especially by the tree crown, stem volume and basal area, which suggests that tree growth will further reduce palm yield in the future. Proposed benefitting aspects of tree diversity such as pollination or resilience, if existing, play only a minor role. An effect on single species level cannot be identified, nor does the presence of leguminous trees show a measurable effect. Little studies have been conducted on the yield effect of tree species in oil palm agroforestry, suggesting further research and a systematic review.

(2) A ‘low-cost’ alternative for increasing diversity is provided by a system with reduced oil palm planting intensity and suspended weeding so that a natural (non-tree) undergrowth can develop between the palms. This conclusion can be drawn from the finding that yield per area in plots with no planted trees are not significantly different from the plantation average. The plots were thinned before the experiment and ever since weeding was suspended so that a vast understory could develop. Also, epiphytes growing on palm stems proved not to affect yield. However, if the provision of undergrowth and epiphytes is generally superior in ecological terms (e.g. water infiltration or habitat functions) requires further investigation.

(3) The yield penalty of tree diversity does not allow for straightforward conclusions on land use. More importantly, the judgement whether a system comparable to the one investigated should be implemented depends upon the cost related to yield penalty, the intermediary ecosystem services provided by the system and society’s (intrinsic) valuation of these services.

(4) Predicting yield via crown competition of neighboring palms shows significant effects but is more complicated and less effective than a prediction by mere morphological features of the palm of interest, such as height and crown. The use of crown projection areas of palms, as practiced in this study, faces methodological difficulties. As a more effective and efficient alternative, it is suggested to use the ground projection of maximum leaf length (equal to the radius of a circular crown projection).
5 Conclusions

The presented study provides evidence that competition by trees in an oil palm plantation reduces oil palm yield per area, confirming the hypothesis of a yield penalty in oil palm agroforestry. The effect is stronger in plots with more species planted, which can be explained by enhanced tree performance in diversified plots. Four years after planting the trees, this yield penalty amounts to 45% in plots with six tree species planted and 28% in plots with three tree species planted. Nonetheless, the negative ecological effects of oil palm monocultures require a land use change with agroforestry being a promising concept. The presented quantification of yield penalty creates transparency among revenue streams in diversified oil palm plantations, which can help to improve business plans, reduce uncertainties related to investments in oil palm agroforestry and reduce financing costs. Even more importantly, it can help to calculate optimal subsidies to governmentally support forest landscape restoration. The presented findings will hopefully encourage further research in the field of yield in oil palm agroforestry that will further contribute to balancing the trade-off between oil palm returns and ecological functioning.
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Annex

Annex 1 (plantation manager interview)

Interviewer: Hendrik Lorenz (B11)
Interviewee: Hasbiuan (Plantation manager PT. Humusindo)
Translator: CRC assistant Irham
Location: PT Humusindo office
Time: 14:00-15:45
Date: 24.03.2018

- Oil palm yield determining factors
  - Age
    - Most productive ages: years 5-12
    - Palm productivity peaks in year 8
    - Cutting and replanting after 25 years
    - Plantations with rotation > 30 years are normally non-commercial/non-company owned because economically not optimal
  - Leaf cutting
    - Pruning only to make harvest easier
    - Pruning every 8 months
    - Target number of leaves per palm: 42-44
    - Further pruning reduces yield (less leaves, less photosynthesis)
  - Cattle
    - Cattle is brought by workers and weeding is allowed in the whole plantation ('natural process')
    - Cattle supposedly increases productivity (free fertilizer); But same amount of fertilizer is applied in areas with much cattle
  - Genetic quality
    - Seedlings came from own nursery
    - The variety used is called tenera and obtained by crossing dura and pisifera
    - Around 10% of the progenies will be undesired dura or pisifera types and should be removed during three selection steps in nursery
    - Sometimes these undesired varieties find their way into the plantation
  - Planting density/light competition
    - Leaf competition (dense planting) increases height growth (undesirable because it makes harvesting more expensive)
    - Planting distance in Humusindo: 9.8 * 9.8 * 9.8 m (triangle)
    - 120 trees ha⁻¹. Following PTPN’s recommendation for tenera seedlings
    - Normal planting density in other plantations is 130 trees ha⁻¹
  - Bark loss
    - No impact on yield and is no problem.
  - Epiphytes on the palm stem
    - Do not damage the stem; no parasites
    - They host ants which help to reduce the population of leaf-damaging caterpillars
  - Pests/diseases
    - Leaf damaging caterpillar ‘ulat ati’ was a big problem in 2001
      - 1st try: manually collect caterpillars from the palms
      - 2nd try: introduce natural predators (ants)
      - 3rd try: fogging of palm crowns (water plus insecticide)
      - Today: only few caterpillars per plot
      - no intention to eradicate caterpillars: They become butterflies and help to pollinate the palms
    - Now: biggest problem are rats that eat the fruits
      - Two times per year: systematic rat poisoning
• No intention to eradicate rats (important to maintain ecological equilibrium/food chain)
  ▪ Ganoderma fungus (no big problem)

○ Fertilization
  ▪ Fertilization according to schedule with different treatments (Urea, inorganic fertilizer, ...), in general: every month
  ▪ Sometimes, fertilizer is not available in the store. Then it will be delayed.
  ▪ Too much fertilization can make the fruit fall down before it is ripe.

○ Weeding around palm stems
  ▪ Only to ‘control’ fertilizer and to mark palms which have already been fertilized

○ Precipitation/drought/ENSO
  ▪ Rain is important for oil palm. In general: More rain, more fruit
  ▪ Too much rain can reduce yield because of limited pollination
  ▪ Drought does not damage the palms but reduces yield in the following year (this year’s yield is determined by last year’s climate)
  ▪ Last drought in Humusindo was in 2015

○ Optimal location, flooding and slope
  ▪ Highest yield if plants are flooded regularly but only 1-3 days (more weight per bunch)
  ▪ Longer flooding reduces height growth and reduces yield
  ▪ Only in swampy areas, palms are planted on small plateaus to avoid long-term flooding
  ▪ Pak Hasbi does not know how yield changes along a slope

○ Pollination
  ▪ Best pollinators: bees (but have been declining in recent years)
  ▪ Also butterflies

• Individuals with zero yield in the plantation
  ○ Some individuals are of undesired variety tenera or dura
  ○ If the amount of these individuals exceeds 1ha⁻¹ they are managed (cut)
  ○ Other individuals go through a ‘trek period’, a phase of zero yield. Usually 3 months; 5 months trek period is impossible

• Yield per plant
  ○ 8 fruits year⁻¹ palm⁻¹ (no difference between in-plot and outside)
  ○ 152 kg tree⁻¹ year⁻¹ average
  ○ 1.5 t ha⁻¹ month⁻¹ average

• Harvesting cost
  ○ Only more expensive if palms too high
  ○ Not more expensive in slopes

• Yield, price and quality
  ○ No higher prices for different fruit qualities
  ○ Low-quality fruits (under- or over-mature) will be rejected by the factory
  ○ Price changes daily/weekly; no agreed-upon fixed price
  ○ Fruits are sorted in Humusindo before taken to the factory
  ○ (from different source): current price per kg delivered to the factory around 1.700 Rupiah

• Plantation data
  ○ Plantation area Humusindo: 500 ha
  ○ 130 workers (including harvesters, drivers, operators, ...)
  ○ Workers exclusively from Indonesia

• Other
  ○ All plots in Humusindo: Mostly planted at the same time
  ○ In whole plantation: Planting year 2004 is right now the most productive plant generation
  ○ Bigger companies obtain higher yields per palm because of scientific optimization

• Pak Hasbi’s wishes towards science
  ○ Pak Hasbi is concerned that higher planting distances may reduce overall yield but would be grateful if someone could find out the optimal distance
  ○ How to make oil palms productive beyond the optimal age?
  ○ How to reduce the height-growth of the palms to decrease harvesting cost?
  ○ Also interest in trees: Can trees be planted without reducing the yield?
Annex 2 (composition of plots and samples)

Table 5. Properties of diversity enriched plots. Listed are all 31 plots from the EFForTS-BEE experiment, which host at least one palm within their boundaries. ‘petai’ = Parkia speciosa; ‘jenkol’ = Archidendron pauciflorum; ‘durian’ = Durio zibethinus; ‘jelutung’ = Dyera polyphylla; ‘sungkai’ = Peronema canescens; ‘meranti’ = Shorea leprosula.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edge length (m)</th>
<th>Number of palms</th>
<th>Palm thinning (%)</th>
<th>Palm yield (kg FFB year(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Plot ID</th>
<th>Planted tree species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 SPEC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 SPECIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>jenkol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>durian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>jenkol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>meranti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>sungkai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>jelutung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>jenkol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>jenkol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>durian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>sungkai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>meranti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>jelutung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 SPECIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>durian, meranti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>jenkol, jelutung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>durian, jelutung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>petai, meranti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>jenkol, sungkai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>durian, sungkai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>jelutung, meranti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>petai, jenkol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 SPECIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>petai, jenkol, jelutung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>petai, durian, meranti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>jenkol, jelutung, sungkai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>petai, sungkai, meranti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>jenkol, durian, jelutung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 SPEC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>petai, jenkol, durian, jelutung, sungkai, meranti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>petai, jenkol, durian, jelutung, sungkai, meranti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. List of palms included in the stratified subsample of inside-plot palms. The sample includes (a) 15 palms randomly drawn from the group of palms with zero recorded yield (sum of yields during the reference period Oct. 2017-Feb. 2018 which represented the present period of non-interrupted yield at the time of sampling), (b) the 15 palms with highest yield, and (c) 20 randomly drawn palms from the palms not included in (a) or (b) and yield not zero.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample stratum</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Included palms and plots ('P')</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Zero yield</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7004 (P1); 7007 (P1); 7030 (P7); 7044 (P15); 7076 (P26); 7081 (P26); 7091 (P29); 7098 (P29); 7102 (P29); 7175 (P46); 7178 (P46); 7179 (P47); 7193 (P49); 7197 (P49); 7209 (P52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Highest yield</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7040 (P9); 7041 (P10); 7066 (P24); 7071 (P24); 7080 (P26); 7084 (P26); 7089 (P29); 7121 (P35); 7124 (P35); 7141 (P43); 7146 (P43); 7190 (P49); 7191 (P49); 7200 (P51); 7203 (P52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Random (non-zero)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7018 (P5); 7022 (P5); 7025 (P5); 7064 (P24); 7065 (P24); 7078 (P26); 7085 (P26); 7086 (P26); 7100 (P29); 7104 (P29); 7108 (P30); 7120 (P35); 7131 (P35); 7155 (P45); 7159 (P45); 7182 (P47); 7183 (P47); 7205 (P52); 7213 (P52); 7214 (P52)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annex 3 (methodology supplements)

Table 7. Utility analysis for the selection of a plot for detailed tree crown analysis. Examined were all big plots (40m x 40m). To increase the explaining capability of the intended crown competition measurements, the set of favorable criteria was composed of different quantitative criteria related to palm abundance and yield (expressed as kg palm\(^{-1}\) year\(^{-1}\), including data between Jan. 2017 and Feb. 2018; columns 5-7) and qualitative observations on the growth and distribution of trees and topography. Ranks were built for the quantitative criteria and averaged with equal weights. The analysis led to the selection of Plot 29, ranking first in the quantitative part and showing good conditions in the field. Field observations were made in March 2018. ‘n’ = quantity; ‘sd’ = standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plot ID</th>
<th>Palm yield</th>
<th>n tree species (rank)</th>
<th>n palms (rank)</th>
<th>Yield range (rank)</th>
<th>Yield sd (rank)</th>
<th>Mean rank (rank)</th>
<th>Qualitative field observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
<td>20 (1)</td>
<td>370 (1)</td>
<td>97 (1)</td>
<td>1.3 (1)</td>
<td>few but dominant trees, steady slope but small river in plot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>12 (8)</td>
<td>309 (2)</td>
<td>82 (3)</td>
<td>4.0 (2)</td>
<td>not enough trees, mainly shrubs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>15 (4)</td>
<td>252 (5)</td>
<td>79 (4)</td>
<td>4.3 (3)</td>
<td>very few and small trees; different crown shapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>13 (6)</td>
<td>272 (3)</td>
<td>78 (6)</td>
<td>4.8 (4)</td>
<td>not many trees most of which are small; steady slope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>11 (11)</td>
<td>262 (4)</td>
<td>90 (2)</td>
<td>5.3 (5)</td>
<td>topography very heterogeneous. Few dominant trees; many small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>0 (5)</td>
<td>17 (2)</td>
<td>228 (8)</td>
<td>67 (10)</td>
<td>6.3 (6)</td>
<td>no species planted; mainly bushes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>13 (7)</td>
<td>218 (9)</td>
<td>78 (5)</td>
<td>6.3 (6)</td>
<td>too much bamboo and other non-tree interfering plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>17 (3)</td>
<td>205 (10)</td>
<td>57 (11)</td>
<td>6.8 (7)</td>
<td>few trees and many oil palms without crown interference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>11 (12)</td>
<td>248 (6)</td>
<td>77 (7)</td>
<td>7.0 (8)</td>
<td>many dominant trees, but conditions in each palm too similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>12 (9)</td>
<td>241 (7)</td>
<td>75 (8)</td>
<td>7.0 (8)</td>
<td>too many trees, equal shape and distribution too similar among palms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>14 (5)</td>
<td>186 (12)</td>
<td>71 (9)</td>
<td>7.5 (9)</td>
<td>few trees reaching palm canopy; flat terrain; homogeneous topography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>6 (1)</td>
<td>12 (10)</td>
<td>165 (13)</td>
<td>41 (13)</td>
<td>9.3 (10)</td>
<td>many and big trees with favorable distribution across plot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
<td>11 (13)</td>
<td>197 (11)</td>
<td>55 (12)</td>
<td>9.5 (11)</td>
<td>many trees at mainly low height; many shrubs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6. Boxplot of oil palm yield before and after harvest suspension. The plots compare monthly fresh fruit bunch (FFB) yield after harvest suspension (‘post-gap’) with the latest yield value before suspension (‘pre-gap’), which itself was not a post-gap value of a previous suspension. The index (vertical axis) is calculated as ‘post-gap’ minus ‘pre-gap’ divided by ‘post-gap’. Horizontal bar = median; ‘+’ = mean; horizontal lines: below = no change (0 %); above = median of all palm groups (shaded box) over all gap sizes (= 28.72 %), by which all ‘post-gap’ observations were actually reduced in all analyses of all palm categories (including control palms) throughout the paper. In brackets: number of observations ((a): one observation per each of the four palm categories times 5, 2 and 1 observations per gap size of 1, 2 and 3 months, respectively; (b): one observation per gap.)
Figure 7. Sketch of the method to estimate the reference area for oil palm yield expansion.

Figure 8. Histograms of palms within circles around inside plot palms. The histogram shows the number of palms prior to thinning within circles of different sizes, including the center palm. If planting density (9.8 m x 9.8 m to all six neighboring palms) was as planned, exactly seven palms would be within the circles of all presented histograms. Errors from measurement, planting and modelling, however, cause a deviation from the plan. The optimal radius is $r = 12$ m because it shows the highest frequency for the intended number of seven palms.
Figure 9. Design of hemispherical photos for different plot sizes. Gap fractions are averaged across the different positions per plot. Design adopted from Gerard et al. (2016).

Figure 10. Comparison of different palm crown area measurements and methods. (a) shows crown projection area estimates for measurements of different years, where 2014, 2017 and 2018 were measured from the ground and 2016 derived manually from drone images. (b) compares two different measurements along 8 directions (4 axes: N-S, E-W, NE-SW, NW-SE) vs. 4 directions (2 axes: N-S, E-W). (c) is a histogram of the relative difference of the two methods in (b), calculated as (8 dir. - 4 dir.)/ 4 dir. All areas were calculated via the quadratic mean formula (Pretzsch et al., 2015). Palms represent a sub-sample of inside-plot palms. All Measurements within (a) and (b and c) were done on the same set of palms. Bars inside the boxes show the median. ‘n’-values in round brackets give the number of observations (= measured palms).
Figure 11. Comparison of different elevation values extracted from the DEM. The plots show values extracted from a digital elevation model (DEM) within circles of different size around the palm positions. Observations denote all inside-plot palms with defined raster values (n = 213). (a) is computed from a mean of all raster values within the circle and (b) from the highest pixel values. Bars inside the boxes show the median. Source of the DEM: Khokthong, unpublished. DEM spatial resolution = 0.02 m. Bars inside the boxes show the median.

Figure 12. Comparison of different drone and ground-measured palm height values. (a) and (b) show canopy height values extracted from a drone-based canopy height model (CHM) recorded in 2016. Pixel values were extracted from within circles of differing radius around the palm positions. (c) Compares ground-measured meristem and total height values from different years, including all available measurements. All observations are from inside-plot palms. Source of the CHM: Khokthong, unpublished. CHM spatial resolution = 1 m. Bars inside the boxes show the median.
Annex 4 (additional results)

Figure 13. Alternative estimation method of yield penalty per area. The method subtracts plantation average yield to account for removed palms in the surroundings of palms influenced by thinning (adapted from Gérard et al., 2017). Thereby, it represents an alternative to the method applied throughout the other analyses presented in this paper. One observation relates to one month of yield averaged within the respective palm category over the past 1.5 years (Jan. 2017 - June 2018). Negative values in (a) denote yield penalties; (b) is the difference between both methods, computed as the ‘usual approach’ minus (a). Positive values in (b) show that the estimate for yield per area in (a) is lower. The control used to compute percentual differences in (b) was computed as a mean over the past 1.5 years (Jan. 2017 - June 2018). The same control values were subtracted to compensate removed palms. ‘Adj. pos’ = position index of adjacent-to-plot palms. ‘FFB’ = fresh fruit bunch. Horizontal bar = median; ‘+’ = mean. Dashed horizontal line = mean of control palms. ‘*’ (a) top row: One-sample Mann-Whitney test; ‘**’ (a) bottom row: Mann-Whitney test for difference from zero-species plots. ‘*’ (b): one-sample Mann-Whitney test. Bracketed values: number of palms involved in the monthly means. Significance levels are indicated by * (p < 0.1), ** (p < 0.05), *** (p < 0.01).
Table 8. Results of linear regressions on palm level of control palms. Adjusted $R^2$, $p$-values and coefficients ('coef.') are presented for single linear regressions on palm level between a yield mean (past year or past 1.5 years) as dependent variable, and one of the independent predictors (a-k). One yield observation is the mean of 9 (past year) and 18 (past 1.5 years) valid monthly observations with max. three months subsequent gaps. ‘Past year’ = July 2017-June 2018; ‘Past 1.5 years’ = Jan. 2017-June 2018; ‘sd’ = standard deviation; ‘se%’ = relative standard error of the mean. Significance indicated by * ($p < 0.1$), ** ($p < 0.05$), *** ($p < 0.01$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEPENDENT VARIABLE</th>
<th>DESCRIP TIVE STATISTICS</th>
<th>REGRESSION RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name and year of measurement</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) Total height (2018)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Meristem height (2018)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c) Total height (2016)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(d) Meristem height (2016)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(e) Elliptic crown projection area (2018)</td>
<td>(m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(f) Crown projection radius (2018)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(g) Basal area (2018)</td>
<td>(m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(h) Absolute crown overlap (2018)</td>
<td>(m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i) Relative crown overlap (2018)</td>
<td>(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(j) Epiphyte cover along stem (2018)</td>
<td>(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(k) Slope 2 m around palm (2018)</td>
<td>(%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9. Results of linear regressions on palm level of Plot 29. Adjusted $R^2$, p-values and coefficients (‘coef.’) are presented for single linear regressions on palm level between a yield mean (past year or past 1.5 years) as dependent variable and one of the independent predictors. One yield observation is the mean of 9 (past year) and 18 (past 1.5 years) valid monthly observations with max. three months subsequent gaps. ‘Past year’ = July 2017-June 2018; ‘Past 1.5 years’ = Jan. 2017-June 2018; ‘sd’ = standard deviation. Significance levels are indicated by * (p < 0.1), ** (p < 0.05), *** (p < 0.01).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEPENDENT VARIABLE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS</th>
<th>REGRESSION RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Mean ± sd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALM CROWN PROJECTION</td>
<td>Elevation-weighted absolute crown overlap (m²)</td>
<td>59.5 ± 43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elevation-weighted relative crown overlap (%)</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elliptic crown area (drone-based, 2016) (m²)</td>
<td>139.0 ± 20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elliptic crown area (ground-based, 2017) (m²)</td>
<td>128.5 ± 19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elliptic crown area (ground-based, 2018) (m²)</td>
<td>132.9 ± 21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crown radius (drone-based, 2016) (m)</td>
<td>6.6 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crown radius (ground-based, 2017) (m)</td>
<td>6.4 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crown radius (ground-based, 2018) (m)</td>
<td>6.5 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SITE &amp; EP.</td>
<td>Meristem height (2017) (m)</td>
<td>5.5 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meristem height (2018) (m)</td>
<td>5.5 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total height (drone, 2016) (m)</td>
<td>8.8 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total height (2018) (m)</td>
<td>10.3 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epiphyte cover (meristem) (%)</td>
<td>27.6 ± 28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slope, r=2m around palm (%)</td>
<td>9.5 ± 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREE VARIABLES: AGGREGATED IN CIRCLE AROUND PALM</td>
<td>Tree abundance (r=4m) -</td>
<td>4.0 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree abundance (r=6m) -</td>
<td>10.1 ± 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree abundance (r=8m) -</td>
<td>17.9 ± 5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree abundance (r=10m) -</td>
<td>25.9 ± 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree basal area (r=4m) (m²)</td>
<td>27.8 ± 33.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree basal area (r=6m) (m²)</td>
<td>85.2 ± 56.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree basal area (r=8m) (m²)</td>
<td>213.3 ± 125.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree basal area (r=10m) (m²)</td>
<td>347.7 ± 186.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree stem volume (r=4m) (m³)</td>
<td>22.9 ± 25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree stem volume (r=6m) (m³)</td>
<td>62.1 ± 37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree stem volume (r=8m) (m³)</td>
<td>142.8 ± 77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree stem volume (r=10m) (m³)</td>
<td>230.8 ± 121.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREE CROWN OVERLAP</td>
<td>Absolute overlap (m²)</td>
<td>17.4 ± 10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative overlap (%)</td>
<td>13.5 ± 8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crown intensity-weighted absolute overlap (m²)</td>
<td>9.0 ± 8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crown intensity-weighted relative overlap (%)</td>
<td>7.1 ± 7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 10. Additional results of linear regressions on palm level (inside-plot). Adjusted $R^2$, p-values and coefficients (‘coef.’) are presented for single linear regressions on palm level between a yield mean (past year or past 1.5 years) as dependent variable, and one of the independent predictors. One yield observation is the mean of 9 (past year) and 18 (past 1.5 years) valid monthly observations with max. 3 months subsequent gaps. ‘Past year’ = July 2017-June 2018; ‘Past 1.5 years’ = Jan. 2017-June 2018; ’sd’ = standard deviation; ‘n’ = number of observations ‘CHM’ = canopy height model. Significance levels are indicated by * (p < 0.1), **(p < 0.05), *** (p < 0.01).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEPENDENT VARIABLE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS</th>
<th>REGRESSION RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliptic crown area</td>
<td>Elliptic crown area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(drone-based, 2016)</td>
<td>Elliptic crown area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown radius</td>
<td>Crown radius</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(drone-based, 2016)</td>
<td>Crown radius</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHM (max within r=1m)</td>
<td>CHM (max within r=1m)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHM (max within r=3m)</td>
<td>CHM (max within r=3m)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHM (max within r=5m)</td>
<td>CHM (max within r=5m)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHM (mean within r=1m)</td>
<td>CHM (mean within r=1m)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHM (mean within r=3m)</td>
<td>CHM (mean within r=3m)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHM (mean within r=5m)</td>
<td>CHM (mean within r=5m)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of palms</td>
<td>Number of palms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r=4m)</td>
<td>Number of palms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of palms</td>
<td>Number of palms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r=8m)</td>
<td>Number of palms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of palms</td>
<td>Number of palms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r=12m)</td>
<td>Number of palms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of palms</td>
<td>Number of palms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r=14m)</td>
<td>Number of palms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trees</td>
<td>Number of trees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r=4m)</td>
<td>Number of trees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trees</td>
<td>Number of trees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r=8m)</td>
<td>Number of trees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trees</td>
<td>Number of trees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r=14m)</td>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r=4m)</td>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r=8m)</td>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r=10m)</td>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r=12m)</td>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r=14m)</td>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r=4m)</td>
<td>Tree basal area</td>
<td>(m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 11. Results of mixed-model regressions on palm level (inside-plot). $R^2$ (R package MuMin), p-values (R package lmerTest), conditional AIC (R package cAIC4) and coefficients (‘coef.’) (R package lme4) are presented for mixed regression models between a yield mean per palm (past year or past 1.5 years) as dependent variable, one of the independent predictors, plot ID as random effect with random intercept and by-independent predictor random slope, and a set of control variables entered as fixed effects (plot tree diversity level, minimum distance between palm and fence. The number of palms (‘n’) differs with sample type (‘all’= all inside plot palms from all 31 plots; ‘sub’= stratified subsample. Distance (‘dist.’) to the fence (‘<’= no exclusions; '>5'= exclude palms within 5 m fence distance). One yield observation is the mean of 9 (past year) and 18 (past 1.5 years) valid monthly observations with max. three months subsequent gaps. ‘Past year’ = July 2017-June 2018; ‘Past 1.5 years’ = Jan. 2017-June 2018; ‘sd’ = standard deviation. Significance indicated by * (p < 0.1), ** (p < 0.05), *** (p < 0.01).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEPENDENT VARIABLE</th>
<th>DESCRiptive STATISTICS</th>
<th>REGRESSION RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREE COMPETITION</td>
<td>Number of trees within 5 m radius</td>
<td>(ha$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree basal area within 5 m radius</td>
<td>(m² ha$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree stem volume within 5 m radius</td>
<td>(m³ ha$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALM MORPHOLOGY</td>
<td>Elliptic palm crown projection area</td>
<td>(m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean palm crown radius (drone 2016)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meristem height (2017)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALM COMPETITION</td>
<td>Absolute crown overlap in palm</td>
<td>(m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weighted relative palm crown overlap</td>
<td>(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SITE AND EPiphytes</td>
<td>Epiphyte cover along meristem</td>
<td>(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max. slope 2 m radius around palm</td>
<td>(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fence distance</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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